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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research study was to examine existing problems,
analyze possible solutions, and recommend feasible corrective measures to
improve the work facility at Martin Marietta Energy Systems Biology Division,
Building 9210, with respect to carpal tunnel syndrome occurrences.

The

research involved many site visits, observations of the work being performed,
reviews of pre-existing recommendations, and employee interviews. Each job
was also researched interactively, by performing either a task or a portion
thereof for a substantial time period.
Upon each visit, workers were approached and spoken with, and all
expressed great enthusiasm and interest in the research being performed. A
significant number of the workers were observed, time studies were
performed, and micromotions were assessed according to previously
researched risk factors for carpal tunnel syndrome. From this information,
particular risk factors for this unique situation were compiled and jobs were reexamined for the purpose of reducing the frequency of these factors on this
job site.
These evaluations were discussed with responsible management
personnel at Martin Marietta, and feasible alternatives were constructed and
evaluated. These findings were reported to workers, safety officials, and
others with responsibility or interest in this problem.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Workplace Accident Rate
In 1990, total time lost due to newly reported accidents in the workplace
was 35 million work days.

In addition to this amount, 40 million days of

productive work were lost due to accidents that occurred prior to 1990. The
National Safety Council (NSC) defines these lost workdays as regular
workdays on which, due to occupational injury or illness, the employee was
away from the workplace, or limited to restricted work activity. The estimation
for future workdays lost due to 1990 accidents is 100 million (NSC, 1991 ).
Of these days lost, approximately 16% can be attributed to injuries of
the arms and hands. In 1990, almost 290 thousand injuries occurred that
involved the arms and hands (NSC, 1991 ). From these estimates and the
total worker's compensation costs in 1985, a rough approximation can be

--a"'

made that over $6 billion was spent on worker's compensation cases due to
arm and hand injuries and illnesses alone (see Figure 1).
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Amount paid out under worker's compensation in 1985 = $30.8 billion

Dollar inflation multiplier (from 1985 to 1990) =

1.224

Percentage of injuries involving arms and hands =

16%

$30.8 * 1.224 * 0.16 = $6.03 billion in 1990

Figure 1.

Worker's Compensation Payouts in 1990 from
Arm and Hand Injuries (NSC, 1991)
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Cumulative Trauma Injuries
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) defines an
occupational injury as " ... an injury such as a cut, fracture, sprain, amputation,
etc., which results from a work accident or from a single instantaneous
exposure in the work environment. .. ". Moreover, an occupational illness is
" ... any abnormal condition or disorder, other than one resulting from an
occupational injury, caused by exposure to environmental factors associated
with employment ... " (NSC, 1991 ). Similarly, cumulative trauma disorders are
defined as the adverse health effects that arise from chronic exposure to
microtraumas, the majority of which are found in the musculoskeletal area
within the upper limbs (Anderson, 1988; Fraser, 1991 ).
Cumulative trauma disorders are also commonly known as repetitive
stress injuries, repetitive strain disorders, overuse injuries, and/or work-related
injuries. The term cumulative trauma disorders is a generic classification of
disorders that occur through the same causative mechanism. "Cumulative"
implies that these injuries develop gradually from repeated stresses on the
musculoskeletal system. "Trauma" relates to an injury caused by outside
stressors. "Disorder'' indicates an abnormal physical condition affecting the
injured body part (Row, 1992).
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As

stated,

cumulative

musculoskeletal system.

trauma disorders

affect the

human

This system (see Figure 2) is composed of the

muscles (which make the parts of the body function and move), tendons
(which are pulled by the muscles), bones (which give the body support), joints
(which are points of intersection of bones), ligaments (which hold bones
together), nerves (which sense movement, pain, and control signals for other
parts of the body), and arteries and veins (which supply all of these parts with
the blood necessary to perform each respective function).
These parts work together to make up the musculoskeletal system, but
an injury can cause damage to this system. An injury occurs when physical
stresses exceed the strength of these parts working together. Two main types
of injuries, instantaneous and cumulative trauma injuries, are of interest in this
study. An instantaneous injury occurs suddenly, from a force large enough to
cause great damage and pain.

Cumulative trauma injuries, however, are

caused from "gradual wear and tear" (Hebert, 1990). Repetitive motions and
frequently occurring stresses can result in great damage to specific parts of
the musculoskeletal system, with possible eventual loss of function and much
pain.
A descriptive example of cumulative trauma disorders is given in the
Type B Investigation by Martin Marietta Energy Systems (MMES). This states:
"Many of us, when in need of a piece of wire, have probably
twisted a section of a coat hanger back and forth until the wire
broke. If you felt the wire at the bending area just before it broke,
you probably found it warm. The human body is somewhat
similar but with some very important differences. The body is, of

5

Muscle

Joint

Figure 2.

Parts of the Human Musculoskeletal System (Hebert, 1990)
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course, not rigid and is capable of a wide variety of movements
and positions. It is more resilient and can also undergo selfrepair. But with excessive and/or repeated stress the body part
can become inflamed (like the warm part of the wire). The body
can usually overcome this insult if there is a period of time (rest)
for the recovery process. If you had twisted the wire only once or
twice, the wire would probably not be noticeably weaker (Row,
1992)."

Cumulative trauma disorders are a function of four factors: frequency,
recovery time, extreme joint movement, and force (Konz, 1990). Other factors
that can affect the probability of a cumulative trauma injury are cold
temperatures and whole body or segmental vibration.

Each of these is

important for assessing the risk of cumulative trauma disorders.

An

imbalance, or excessive amounts of any one factor can result in great damage
to the musculoskeletal system.

In a very simplified statement, it can be

concluded that when the rate of repair is less than the rate of damage, these
cumulative trauma injuries become cumulative trauma disorders (Hebert,
1990).

Moreover, certain individual characteristics such a gender, size,

strength, injury history, disease state, and off-job activities can greatly affect
the severity and tendency towards occurrence of cumulative trauma disorders.
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Carpal tunnel syndrome is defined as an occupational illness caused by
an injury to the upper extremities, aggravated by overuse, incorrect work
postures, or repetitive motions (Pagnanelli, 1989). For this reason, carpal
tunnel syndrome is classified as a cumulative trauma disorder. Carpal tunnel
syndrome associated with repetitive work has become increasingly more
significant over the past decade due to greater ease in filing worker's
compensation claims, erosion of company loyalty, the state of the economy,
more accessible litigation means, increases in psychological and physical
stresses, and stricter government·standards for employee safety and health in
the workplace (Eckenfelder, 1987). However, the most influential reason for
the increase in occurrences of diagnosed carpal tunnel syndrome is a greater
awareness of cumulative trauma disorders in the workplace.

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the causes and develop the
means of prevention of carpal tunnel syndrome in the research environment of
Martin Marietta's Biology Division.

An extensive background study is

presented to fully inform management and workers of the causes of carpal
tunnel syndrome and its effects on the anatomy in order to facilitate a

8

complete knowledge of risk factors associated with carpal tunnel syndrome as
related to specific jobs. By performing this task, the ultimate goal is to suggest
feasible alternatives that will be implemented so as to reduce the risk factors
associated with carpal tunnel syndrome and cumulative trauma disorders,
thereby reducing the incidence rate of carpal tunnel syndrome occurrences. In
addition, means for implemented improvement evaluations are discussed and
prepared, projecting a sufficient means of justifying the capital outlay for safety
improvements is attained.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Anatomy of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Carpal tunnel syndrome can be classified as a neuropathological
disease. Simply, carpal tunnel syndrome is an abnormality in the function of
the nervous system (i.e., compression of the median nerve). The median
nerve, which serves the thumb and first three fingers, runs through a narrow
tunnel in the wrist, aptly named the carpal tunnel (see Figure 3). This tunnel is
placed proximal to the carpal bones, and is supported by them. Along with
this nerve, two tendon quartets, the flexor digitorum superficialis tendons and
the flexor digitorum profundus tendons, pass through the carpal tunnel. The
transverse carpal ligament, or the flexor retinaculum, covers the floor and
sides of the carpal tunnel, and wraps around the carpal, radial, and ulnar
bones. It is connected to the carpal bones at the hamulus of the hamate bone
and the extension of the pisiform, runs transversely across the tunnel, and
connects to the tubercles of the scaphoid and trapezium bones.

This

mechanism of entrapment sometimes does not allow an adequate amount of
space for movement of the median nerve during regular motions of the
forearm and wrist.
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Anatomy of the Carpal Tunnel (Putz-Anderson, 1988)
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Relation to Similar Cumulative Trauma Disorders
Cumulative trauma disorders similar to carpal tunnel syndrome, such as
tenosynovitis, tendonitis, trigger finger, Raynaud's disease, etc. (see Appendix
A), are not necessarily causal factors of carpal tunnel syndrome, but when one
or more disorders act on an upper extremity simultaneously, the tendency is
great for extensive complications and medical misdiagnoses.

A common

example is the simultaneous occurrence of tenosynovitis of the wrist and
elbow along with carpal tunnel syndrome. Tenosynovitis is the swelling of the
tendon sheath, so symptoms of tenosynovitis in the wrist can mimic carpal
tunnel syndrome. When tenosynovitis acts along with carpal tunnel syndrome,
the effectual pain to the wrist and arm is intensified. Furthermore, in studies of
823 carpal tunnel syndrome cases, 16.8% also had arthritis, 10.8% had
diabetes, and 10.6% had other cumulative trauma disorders (Storti, 1990).
Phalen also found relationships between medical and cumulative trauma
disorders occurring with carpal tunnel syndrome. These are shown in Table 1.
Carpal tunnel syndrome and a simultaneously occurring cumulative
trauma disorder are not necessarily dependent occurrences, yet each can be
provoked by similar means and may possess similar symptoms. Pathological
events can occur that are not carpal tunnel syndrome.

Edema and

calcification lead to swelling and compression in the carpal tunnel and present
symptoms similar to those occurring with carpal tunnel syndrome.
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Table 1.

Other Diseases Present in Patients with
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (Phalen, 1972)

Number of Patients
Total

Men

Women

Diabetes mellitus

56

16

40

Rheumatoid arthritis

49

10

39

Trigger finger or thumb

32

4

28

Ganglion cysts

14

5

9

Tennis elbow

15

5

10

Periarthritis of shoulder

12

3

9

Calcific tendonitis of shoulder

3

0

3

Gout

7

5

2

Raynaud's syndrome

6

2

4

de Quervain's disease

4

1

3

Benign goiter

3

0

3

Myxedema

3

0

3

Hyperthyroidism

2

0

2

Olecranon bursitis

2

1

1

Tarsal-tunnel slndrome

1

0

1

Disease Present
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Direct causes of compression of the carpal tunnel due to the flexor
retinaculum tightening are not fully understood at this time.

Moreover,

correlations with respect to age, gender, genetics, and recreational activities
are not yet strong enough to make definitive statements and prescriptive
suggestions for the prevention of carpal tunnel syndrome. It has been shown
that particular motions performed repetitively are noted with increasing
certainty to be leading risk factors for carpal tunnel syndrome occurrence.

Risk Factors for carpal Tunnel Syndrome
To understand these risk factors associated with carpal tunnel
syndrome, a basic understanding of movements and postures of the wrists
and forearms is helpful. Figure 4 describes seven of the basic positions of the
wrist and forearm.

Supination and pronation are opposing motions which

entail a twisting motion at the wrist.
Supination is a movement in which the arm moves in a clockwise
manner until the palm is facing upwards while the elbow has remained in
place. Pronation is that motion which turns the wrist in a counterclockwise
direction, placing the palm facing away from the body. Flexion and extension
are also opposing motions in which the wrist is bent either down towards the
forearm in a palmar direction (flexion), or backwards towards the forearm in a

14

Supination

\
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Ulnar Deviation

Radial Deviation

Neutral Position

Figure 4.

Basic Motions and Positions of the Wrist and Forearm
(Putz-Anderson, 1988)
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distal direction (extension).

Ulnar and radial deviation are, respectively, a

bending of the wrist in a sidewards motion to either the ulnar or radial side of
the forearm.
Figure 4 illustrates the motions mentioned above as well as the neutral
position, which is simply a relaxed wrist with no twist, bend, or grip. The
neutral position is the most favorable working position for prevention of carpal
tunnel syndrome.

The neutral position should be matched as closely as

possible in working situations and in tool design to eliminate awkward postures
while one performs a work task; awkward postures increase the resultant force
exerted on wrist structures. Resultant force (see Figure 5) is independent of
tendon and wrist size, but dependent on degree of bend in the wrist
(Armstrong, 1984).
In addition to providing the least stressful position of the wrist, the
neutral position also offers one greater grip strength when performing tasks.
Grip strength depends on wrist and forearm position, and decreases rapidly as
movement differs from the neutral position. Figure 6 illustrates how readily
each wrist position affects one's grip strength in relation to forearm position,
and suggests more efficient work would occur when performed in the neutral
position (Sanders, 1987).
As mentioned previously, awkward postures, extreme joint movement,
excessive forces, and similar cumulative trauma disorders can increase the
probability and severity of carpal tunnel syndrome. In addition, environmental
and genetic attributes can cause or intensify carpal tunnel syndrome. Other
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contributing factors can include obesity, diabetes mellitus, ganglion cysts,
renal failure, hypothyroidism, excess fat and muscle, pregnancy, rheumatoid
arthritis, premenstrual syndrome, vitamin B6 deficiency, water retention,
menopause, and taking oral contraceptives (Cannon, 1981; Turner, 1987).
Repetitive work, if performed in a harmful manner and/or paired with one or
many of these additional contributing factors can cause a worker to become
even more susceptible to an occurrence of carpal tunnel syndrome.
Certain factors present in a worker can increase the tendency for carpal
tunnel syndrome, as can specific ergonomic and environmental factors in the
workplace. Factors intrinsic to the worker include age, sex, experience at job,
ethnicity, and leisure time activities (Fraser, 1989).
No strong correlation exists between any intrinsic factors and carpal
tunnel syndrome, but it can be suggested that a woman is more susceptible to
carpal tunnel injury than a man performing the same task at high forces (such
as moving 1O pound boxes).

Premises in such an example are that the

woman has a smaller bone structure (i.e., smaller carpal tunnel), less time on
the job, weaker muscle tone, greater water retention capability, and more
duties to perform outside of work. These intrinsic factors are not commonly
occurring, however, and without evaluating every worker for each risk factor
through extensive research and invasion of privacy, no definite conclusions
can be made.
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Common Areas of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome Occurrence
Persons at increased risk for carpal tunnel syndrome include typists,
seamstresses, musicians, mail sorters, jack hammer operators, assembly line
workers, butchers, masseurs, packers, garment workers, computer operators,
stenographers, doctors, autoworkers, chiropractors, various other laborintensive tasks (see Table 2), and those involved in rigorous sports activities
such as tennis, golf, and bowling. These activities involve repetitive motions
that are performed at awkward postures requiring excessive forces,
sometimes with vibration and/or temperature extremes, all of which are factors
that can lead to carpal tunnel syndrome (Goldoftas, 1991; Huntley, 1990;
Konz, 1990).
Carpal tunnel syndrome is a relatively new occupational disorder.
Although recognized in office workers since the early 1930's, it was initially
recognized the early 1950's with keypunch operators in Japan (Sammer,
1987). Therefore, research is not readily accessible on specific industry
trends towards carpal tunnel syndrome.
An extensive study has been performed on the meatpacking industry by
OSHA.

The results of this study, published as "Ergonomics Program

Management Guidelines for Meatpacking Plants," include a comprehensive
program to recognize, evaluate, and reduce the occurrence of cumulative
trauma disorders, especially carpal tunnel syndrome.

This program has

20

Table 2.

Incident Ratio of Non-Impact Wrist Disorder Claims by
Occupation (Jensen, 1983)

OCCUPATION

CLAIMS/100,000 WORKERS

Butchers ......................................... 222.1
Miscellaneous Laborers ................. 141 .5
Assemblers .................................... 133.7
Fishermen, Oystermen .................... 94.0
Bottling, Canning Operatives ........... 89.3
Polishers, Buffers, Sanders ............. 57.3
Shoemakers ..................................... 54.2
Punch Press Operators ................... 44.9
Sawyers ........................................... 44.7
Miscellaneous Operatives................ 43.0
Material Handlers. ............................ 42.2
Packers, Wrappers .......................... 40.2

*Note: These data are from 1979, and occurrence in these industries
has increased considerably since that time.
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been offered as prospective federal legislation titled H.R. 3160. Flow charts
of the pending regulation are presented anddiscussed in Chapter 5 and
Appendix E.

Symptoms ot carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Carpal tunnel syndrome can manifest itself in many symptomatic forms,
ranging from a slight burning sensation, to tingling, to complete loss of
function.

Other common symptoms include aching from the base of the

thumb, sometimes all the way up to the neck, change in touch or temperature
sensation, weakness of grip, swelling in hand and forearm, and change in
sweat functions of the hand (Hebert, 1989). Symptoms often begin during the
work shift and become more exaggerated during the night. This exaggeration
may be due to the carpal area becoming swollen and the median nerve
becoming ischemic due to the lack of motion.

Symptoms occur in areas of

the hand that are innervated by the median nerve, such as the thumb, index,
and middle fingers, and palmar-radial side of the ring finger (Kroemer, 1989).
Symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome are most generally found in the
dominant hand, but many cases have been found to occur bilaterally (both
hands) or in the less dominant hand.
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A patient with any numbness or tingling in the fingers, along with
weakness or atrophy of the thenar muscle (see Figure 7), should be
diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome (Phalen, 1972). Most carpal tunnel
syndrome patients suggest whole-hand numbness, but a more complete
investigation shows no numbness in the little finger, which is served by the
ulnar nerve and is unaffected by carpal tunnel compression on the median
nerve.

Prevention of carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Carpal tunnel syndrome occurrence can best be controlled through
effective preventative measures and early symptom detection. Hoyt (1984)
presents six methods used collectively to aid in carpal tunnel syndrome
prevention. These are ergonomics, employment screening, job rotation,
preconditioning exercise, vitamins, wrist immobilization, and early treatment.
Ergonomics is a multi-disciplinary science that studies the interactions
between the worker and the working environment. Using ergonomic principles
such as fitting the task to the worker, work can be redesigned to facilitate
safer, more efficient work performance. These principles can be applied to
carpal tunnel syndrome risk factors by examining work stations and work
methods for harmful motions and incorrect working procedures. Equipment
and work areas should be redesigned to accommodate each worker
adequately and safely.

23

Figure 7.

Atrophy of the Thenar Muscle
(American Society for Surgery of the Hand, 1983)
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Posture, tools, stress, repetitive motions, vibration, grips, movements,
temperature, and rest times are all aspects of the working environment to
which ergonomic principles can be applied to improve the process and reduce
risk factors for cumulative trauma injuries. In addition to these, screening job
applicants for previous high-risk attributes is helpful.

For example, an

employer would prefer not to hire an obese woman entering menopause for a
position involving highly repetitive work at a semi-awkward posture.

The

applicant already possesses many high-risk attributes for carpal tunnel
syndrome, and exposure to such working conditions would create greater
opportunity for injury to occur.
Job screening, however, is a delicate subject due to governmental
regulations, union contracts, and sound ethical practices (Hoyt, 1984). It
should be approached with great care and careful attention to guidelines
posed by regulating bodies.
Job rotation is another method by which carpal tunnel syndrome
occurrence can be reduced. By shortening the worker's exposure time to
various repetitive and harmful motions, the tendency towards cumulative
trauma injuries is lessened and the chance of developing carpal tunnel
syndrome greatly diminishes. Rotation, however, is not applicable in such
situations where specialization is an important factor.

If jobs cannot be

enlarged to include similar aspects or concepts, it is not feasible to expect
performance standards and efficiency to remain at desired levels while
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implementing job rotation. In addition, if the jobs a worker is rotated through
do not consist of fewer risk factors, the worker's overall risk could be
compounded by the introduction of other risk factors.
Exercise and reconditioning periods are suggested by some specialists,
but consensus among ergonomics experts is that there is no correlation
between increased conditioning on the job and reduced carpal tunnel
syndrome occurrence. Evidence is not consequential enough to warrant that
employers integrate regular exercise times into the daily work schedule.
Exercise, however, has been proven to be helpful in the rehabilitation of
injured workers, but should be approached with caution so as not to overwork
the weakened joint.
Deficiencies in the vitamin 86 have been suggested in some studies to
be a causative factor for carpal tunnel syndrome. A person could infer that by
administering larger doses of the vitamin to at-risk workers, the carpal tunnel
incidence rate would be partially controlled. The use of vitamin treatment for
the prevention of carpal tunnel syndrome has not been studied extensively,
however, and should not be approached without significant background
medical research on every patient prone to cumulative trauma disorders.
Wrist immobilization is a more widely used preventative measure for
carpal tunnel syndrome, and the use of splints at night and during work has
been shown to be quite effective (Shultz-Johnson, 1987). By isolating the
wrist joint and removing the tendency or possibility for working at awkward
postures, the risk of carpal tunnel syndrome is greatly reduced. The cost of
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this technique is small, most workers on which the immobilization has been
tested have been receptive to the splint, and carpal tunnel syndrome has been
successfully prevented for a time period (Sandzen, 1981 ).
Early treatment is used, in addition to immobilizing splints, to control the
severity of carpal tunnel occurrences. Through close medical surveillance of
at-risk workers, small changes in work patterns or the presence of telltale
symptoms can be detected immediately and appropriate changes or
treatments applied.
The most effective method of prevention is education paired with
ergonomic improvements. A complete cumulative trauma worker education
program is helpful to include the worker in creating a safe working
environment.

Workers are the most knowledgeable in a working facility

concerning the actual work performed, and by their inclusion into the
improvement and prevention process, many small problems can be corrected
that might otherwise be overlooked.
Several ergonomic checklists exist that can be adapted to fit industries
at risk for cumulative trauma injuries and carpal tunnel syndrome. An example
is listed below:

1.

Can the job be done without using a finger pinch grip?

2.

Can the job be done without bending (flexion or extension)
of the wrist?

3.

Are any tools used operating without vibration?
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4.

Are the worker's hands exposed to only moderate
temperatures?

5.

Can the job be done without side to side wrist deviation
(ulnar or radial deviation)?

6.

Can any tools necessary be used with minimal deviation or
bending of the wrist?

7.

Can the job be done without a "clothes wringing" motion?

8.

Is the cycle time greater than 30 seconds?

9.

Can the height of the work surface be adjusted?

10.

Can the orientation of the work surface be adjusted?

11 .

Can the location of any tools be adjusted?

12.

Can the thumb and forefingers overlap around a closed grip
of any necessary tools?

(Lifshitz, 1986)

Seven generally accepted conditions that specifically need to be
avoided to prevent carpal tunnel syndrome caused by a work task are:
1.

Repetitive Work (i.e., work which takes less than 30 seconds
to perform or is performed for over 50% of the working
cycle),

2.

Work that requires repeating a task that uses more than
30% of the operator's strength to perform,

3.

Postures that put body segments in awkward or extreme
positions,

4.

Work that maintains a static posture,

5.

Work using a vibrating tool,

6.

Work in extreme temperature conditions, and

7.

Any working combinations of the above.

(Kroemer, 1989)
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These checklists should be used when evaluating the workplace for
problematic areas with respect to carpal tunnel syndrome risk factors. These
lists can also be used to determine the changes to be made for improving the
work process and working environment.

Tests for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
When prevention of carpal tunnel syndrome is not implemented or
effective, an accurate diagnosis is required.

Symptomatic diagnosis is

necessary for preliminary recognition, but further testing is imperative before
any treatment occurs.

Several testing methods have been developed to

diagnose and measure carpal tunnel syndrome, including Phalen's and Tinel's
tests, the tourniquet test, and nerve conduction velocity measurements. Xrays are of little value, because they show only bone, not inflammation and
compression in the carpal tunnel. Instead, computerized axial tomography
(CAT) scans and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are used to reveal
specific problems and tissue changes (Hebert, 1989).
Tinel's sign test proves positive for carpal tunnel syndrome when
tapping over the median nerve at the wrist crease produces paresthesias. The
wrist flexion test, or Phalen's test is performed by resting the patient's elbows
on a table with the forearm vertical while allowing the wrists to fall into forced
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flexion for 1 minute.

A positive test result is indicated when paresthesias is

present after this test (American Society for Surgery of the Hand, ASSH,
1983). Figure 8 depicts these tests.
The tourniquet test is done by placing a sphygmomanometer cuff on the
arm and inflating it to above 200 mmHg for two minutes. If pain, tingling, and
numbness occur in the thumb and palmar side of the first three fingers, some
medial nerve compression is present (ASSH, 1983).
Finkelstein's test, which is used to diagnose abductor tendon problems
that manifest themselves similarly to carpal tunnel syndrome, is performed by
the patient deviating the wrist in an ulnar manner while grasping the thumb
within the fingers (see Figure 8). If this causes pain, the test is positive for
abductor problems, and if other tests have been inconclusive, the patient is
assumed not to have carpal tunnel syndrome (ASSH, 1983).
A nerve conduction velocity test is measured by stimulating the median
nerve with a bipolar electrode at the flexion of the wrist and recording the time
required for the appearance of muscle action potential of the abductor pollicis
brevis. Normal conduction delay is less than five milliseconds, but a positive
sign for carpal tunnel syndrome can be a delay of up to 20 milliseconds
(Phalen, 1972).
By using these and other applicable tests for early diagnosis of carpal
tunnel syndrome, most workplace occurrences can be controlled.
detection and treatment is a causative factor in preventing the spread of

Early
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Tinels' Sign

ONE MINUTE

Phalen's Sign

Finkelstein's Test

Figure 8.

Various Medical Tests for Wrist and Forearm Disorders
(ASSH, 1983)
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cumulative trauma disorders such as carpal tunnel syndrome.

A positive

diagnosis for carpal tunnel syndrome sets the course for treatment to relieve
pain associated with compression of the median nerve.

Treatment of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
After correctly diagnosing carpal tunnel syndrome, the best treatment is
removing the injury-causing work or modifying the task (Sammer, 1987). If
this is not possible, increased rest time is the next recourse. More frequent
breaks at work and lessening the occurrence of risk factors when off the job
are typical rest methods.

When rest has not improved the condition, an

immobilizing splint worn during work and while sleeping is often helpful. The
splint holds the wrist and forearm in a semi-neutral position, which
mechanically allows for reduction of risk factor prevalence (see Figure 9).
Medicinal or surgical treatment is appropriate only after these non-intrusive
methods have been attempted (Konz, 1990; Sandzen, 1981 ).
Drug treatment is the next step in most treatment processes. Drugs are
typically given singly, but can also be given in various combinations. Common
carpal tunnel treatment drugs are:
corticosteroids,

sleeping pills,

analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs,

psychotropic medication

(especially

antidepressants and anxiolytics), muscle relaxants, diuretics, local anesthetics,
and vitamin 86 (Sammer, 1987).

Most of these either treat symptoms or
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Figure 9.

Typical Immobilizing Wrist Splint Used to Treat
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
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reduce water retention to control inflammation and swelling. Medications can
be taken orally, but when the inflammatory process is too advanced, a direct
injection of hydrocortisone into the carpal tunnel may be needed to afford relief
of swelling symptoms (Hebert, 1990).

The effects of direct injection of

hydrocortisone are equivocal. Some medical personnel believe the injection of
a fluid into an already inflamed wrist with a restricted tunnel may be
detrimental.
Therapy is also used prior to surgical treatments for improving the
condition of the carpal tunnel swelling. Various therapies are recommended,
but not all are proven effective. Some of these common treatments include
chiropractic or osteopathic treatments, ultrasounds, cold and heat treatments,
massage, hydrotherapy, controlled laser therapy, magnetic field therapy, and
exercises (Hebert, 1989; Sammer, 1987).
In conjunction with any treatment, the attending physician should
suggest stress management methods, counseling groups, and appropriate
occupational therapy such as hobby and home modifications to reduce causal
factors of inflammation within the carpal tunnel. Education concerning carpal
tunnel syndrome, its risk factors, and aggravators is often effective as a
preventative measure.
When all else fails, surgery is performed to divide the transverse carpal
ligament and mechanically reduce swelling by removing the compressing
factor.

The technique used to perform this surgery is to make a curved

incision ulnar to and paralleling the thenar crease. This cut is extended to the
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flexor crease of the wrist where it may be continued for advanced stages of
carpal tunnel syndrome (see Figure 10). The incision is then angled toward
the ulnar side of the wrist to avoid cutting the palmar sensory branch of the
median nerve (Ditmars, 1986).
This surgery must be followed-up intensively, with special emphasis
that the affected hand not be used to full capacity before the proper time.
Healing is quick and the hand can become active soon after surgery, but too
much dependence on the injured hand before a full week of recovery can
cause complications.
A study by The State University of New York, Buffalo, School of
Medicine found that at an average of 5.5 years' follow-up, 30% of all patients
rate the results from surgery as poor to fair. Of all patients studied, 57% report
a return of some preoperative symptoms, most commonly pain, soon as two
years after surgery, on the average (Cotton, 1991 }. It follows that surgery
should not be taken simply as another method of treatment for carpal tunnel
syndrome; it should only be considered as a last resort. Instead, carpal tunnel
syndrome occurrence in the workplace should be examined and reduced
before any treatment is attempted.
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Figure 10.

Preferred Incision For Treatment of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
(Eversmann)
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Summary of Literature Review
Carpal tunnel syndrome is an cumulative trauma disorder that occurs
when an activity is performed repetitively at an awkward posture, especially at
high forces and with insufficient recovery time. Carpal tunnel syndrome causal
factors can lead to swelling within the carpal tunnel in the wrist, compression
of the median nerve, and great pain, numbness, and eventual loss of function
of the affected limb.

Carpal tunnel syndrome is a significant problem in

modern workplaces. Unless the incidence rate is controlled, carpal tunnel
syndrome will continue to be a costly industrial problem in the future.
Careful consideration must be taken to keep risk factors to a minimum
in the workplace to control the occurrence and severity of carpal tunnel
syndrome. Productivity, overall safety level, and employee morale all can be
increased through reduction of the factors leading to carpal tunnel syndrome.
Without greater attention to the correction of injury-causing factors, medical
treatments, worker's compensation payments, and litigation settlements will
continue to increase beyond economic capacity, and the overall stability of a
company will be threatened.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

Primary research conducted concerning carpal tunnel syndrome
involved industries other than animal caretaking, and because the primary
problem at MMES does concern animal caretakers, it is necessary to use the
information given in parallel research areas such as meatpacking plants to
create similar conclusions for MMES Biology Division.
The problem of carpal tunnel syndrome within the Biology Division was
approached initially from a general viewpoint, then expanded to include the
specifics for the animal caretakers. First, a videotape of dissection performed
on the forearm, hand, wrist, and carpal tunnel was made for future reference.
This information, in addition to extensive background research, led to a better
understanding of the risk factors and anatomy associated with carpal tunnel
syndrome and facilitated a clearer picture from which to draw conclusions in
MMES.
At the study site, work was observed and performed, putting the
researcher in an interactive role with each worker. All animal caretakers were
interviewed and spoken with, and the actions of affected workers versus
unaffected workers were examined. This information was compiled over an
extended period of time and analyzed for significance in relation to the job,
particular motions the job required, and worker attributes.
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This study is limited by the fact that no statistical significance can be
drawn from the information collected. Due to the classified nature of the work
performed and the confidentiality of the doctor-patient relationship, medical
records could not be obtained and it was not possible to perform a worker
symptom survey to create percentages or totals of actual problems,
symptoms, and claims reported.

Detioitioo of Problem

The Biology Division at MMES has experienced cumulative trauma
disorders which have caused a great deal of problems.

Many of these

disorders are associated with the forearms, wrists, and hands. Carpal tunnel
syndrome is the main cumulative trauma disorder that has occurred in the
Biology Division (see Table 3). The United States Department of Energy
(DOE) and MMES have considered this problem to be so great that it
warranted close examination. Two reports have been generated from such
concerns, the DOE Type-B Investigation of Cumulative Trauma Occupational
Illnesses and the ORNL Cumulative Trauma Project:
Caretakers.

Biology Animal

These reports addressed the high rate of occurrence of

cumulative trauma problems in the laboratories and offices of MMES.
Confidential worker case histories and findings from each of the reports are
shown in Appendix B.
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Table 3.

Upper Extremity Repetitive Motion Problem Study
Performed on Animal Caretakers in the Biology Division,
January 16, 1991

(Row, 1992)

UPPER EXTREMITY
SYMPTOMS AND PROBLEMS

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

arthritis

2

bursitis of shoulder

1

discomfort in shoulder

4

cervical radiculopathy

1

carpal tunnel surgery

3

Dupuytren's contracture

1

ganglion of thumb

1

ganglion of wrist

5*

nocturnal numbness

1

nocturnal pain

2

numbness of fingers

3

pain in thumb

3

tendonitis

1

tingling in fingers

4

discomfort in wrist(s)

2

* includes 2 possible problems
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<

(}"he cumulative trauma problems present at MMES are due to the

occurrence of cumulative trauma disorder risk factors (excessive forces,
awkward postures, low recovery time, and high frequency). Each job in the
MMES animal caretaking facility has one or more of these factors in every
task._JA thorough understanding of the requirements of each job is necessary.
One should also understand the cumulative trauma disorder risk factors
inherent in each job if one is to prevent cumulative trauma disorders and
especially carpal tunnel syndrome in the workplace.

field Research

1

[The animal caretaking facility in the MMES Y-12 plant, Building 9210, is

responsible for the care and maintenance of approximately 18,660 double
cages, or 40,000 to 60,000 laboratory mice per week, in accordance with the
United States Department of Health and Human Services' Guide for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals regulations. These regulations set minimum
standards for the care of laboratory animals in a research setting. Simply
stated, the requirements are that the animals be kept in a sterile environment
with ample food and water, and their cages and water bottles be cleaned
every week (Guide ... Animals. 1985).J Research requirements for obtaining
valid results are similar to those for handling and care of the animals, if not
more stringent. It is for this reason that the animal caretakers must perform
their tasks thoroughly and without fail every week.
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The mice involved in research testing inhabit small pens (see Figure
11 ). Two pens, separated by a double wall, are in each plastic cage. Each
pen should contain no more than four adult mice or a breeding pair and one
litter. Each cage is covered with a metal cage top that holds food in a small
storage bin, upon which the glass water bottle rests. In front of the cage is a
pen tag, which identifies the mice contained within and any abnormalities or
deaths associated with them. The cages, including mice, water bottles, and
feed, can weigh more than ten pounds (see Table 4).
The food pellets eaten by the mice are approximately 1/4 inch by 1/2
inch by 3/4 inch, and approximately 30 pellets fit within the storage bin on the
cage top. The water has a 1/2 inch diameter opening, closed by a rubber
stopper with a bent glass sipper tube protruding from it. The sipper tube
delivers water to the cage through a hole in the cage top, making it easily
accessible to the mice. The mice must only lick or touch the end of the sipper
tube to receive a drop of water.
The mice bed on wooden shavings placed at the bottom of each cage.
The shavings are simply saw mill scrap, and can vary in size from saw dust to
1 inch by 1/2 inch.
The animal caretaking facility has three floors, with each floor holding
areas for cage washing, bottle washing, animal storage, and research offices.
The care and maintenance of the research animals includes changing mice
from a soiled to a clean cage, cleaning cages, refilling clean cages with clean
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Figure 11.

Example of Cage Used in MMES Biology Division
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Figure 11.

Example of Cage Used in MMES Biology Division
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Table 4.

Weights of Storage Cage and Supplies for Mice

Animal Box
contains shavings, 8 adult mice,
2 full water bottles, feed,
2 cage tops, and 2 pen tags

10.5 lbs.

Empty Box
with shavings

2.5 lbs.

Water Bottle
glass, full

1.5 lbs.

Water Bottle, Cage Top and Pen Tag

3.5 lbs.

4 Adult Mice and Feed

1.0 lbs.

bedding, replacing used water bottles with clean, full water bottles, sterilizing
and refilling water bottles, feeding mice, and sacrificing mice.
Watering stations on each floor consist of an area to dump, clean, refill,
and store water wagons, a break area, and an area to clean and sterilize cage
tops. The area for dumping the water and soaking the bottles is over a grating
on the floor, approximately 1O feet wide by 15 feet long, which empties into a
drain below. The cage tops are cleaned in a vat, approximately 3 feet wide by
1O feet long by 3 feet deep.
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The cage washing area consists of a large washing machine, several
dollies on which dirty and clean cages are transported and stored, a shavings
bin and bags of shavings, an exit conveyor with a diverting arm, and a small
work area at the end of the conveyor.
Workers within Building 921 O are categorized into three jobs within the
facility: waterers, changers, or spareboxes. Waterers are responsible for
cleaning and replacing the water bottles in every cage every week. Changers'
duties include transferring mice from dirty to clean cages, feeding mice, and
cleaning and refilling cages. Spareboxes have the responsibility to move mice
cages from one room to another when necessary, supply clean boxes for
researchers to use, remove used boxes, sacrifice mice at the completion of an
experiment, and clean, rinse, and stack cage tops.
Each waterer or changer is assigned a particular schedule that includes
the rooms the worker is responsible for changing or watering, and listing
reserved time for each floor to clean and refill cages or sterilize bottles.
Spareboxes' schedules are not as stringent and include only the
responsibilities each must meet that week.
On each of the three floors, at least two waterers are present. Water
bottles are transported in metal rectangular tubs called water wagons. A water
wagon can contain up to 49 water bottles. To fulfill necessary requirements
for all the mouse cages, each worker must switch out and clean an average of
30 wagons full each day. The complete responsibilities of the waterers are as
follows:
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1.

Remove dirty water bottles from cage tops and replace with
fresh water bottles from water wagon;

2.

Transport water wagons full of dirty bottles to watering room for
cleaning;

3.

Remove stoppers from dirty bottles and collect for cleaning;

4.

Boil stoppers and sipper tubes for future use;

5.

Empty bottles and fill with HCI solution for soaking;

6.

Empty HCI solution from bottles and refill with clean water;

7.

Insert clean stoppers into clean bottles;

8.

Use clean bottles to replace dirty bottles on cage tops.

A standard operating procedure and a flow chart of the washing and
filling process are included in Appendix C.
At least three changers are staffed for each floor. It is their duty to
exchange and clean dirty cages before they are used again.

Cages are

transported on dollies that carry 80 cages. Although quotas are not present
within the Biology Division, in order to complete the required work it is
necessary for each worker to change and clean an average of six loads per
day. All changers have the following responsibilities:

1.

Transport full dolly of cleaned and filled cages and changing
table to room designated for changing;

2.

Remove one double-cage from shelf and place on changing
table adjacent to clean cage;

3.

Lift cage top front approximately 4 inches and remove mice held

within that side;
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4.

Move mice to clean cage, same side, and replace cage top and
card holder;

5.

Refill feed hopper on top of cage;

6.

Repeat process for other side of cage;

7.

When all cages are changed, push dollies of dirty cages into
cleaning room;

8.

Knock dirty bedding and refuse from cages into chute emptying
into trash bin;

9.

Push cages into washing machine;

10.

When cage exits from machine and washing process, refill with
clean shavings;

11.

Stack filled cages on dollies to be moved to other rooms for
future changing.

A standard operating procedure and a flow chart of the cage cleaning
and washing process are included in Appendix C.
Because the sparebox position can be so diverse, each duty does not
have a standard operating procedure, nor a noticeable pattern of events.
Each sparebox worker performs duties as required and even assists waterers
and changers when necessary. Due to the repetition required in all three jobs,
none can be considered a low-repetition job or classified as light-duty.
Therefore, when a worker is injured and requires medical attention, no lightduty position exists in which to move the worker.
remain on medical leave for the full recovery period.

The worker must then
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Analysis
Many risk factors are associated with the tasks performed by the animal
caretakers in the Biology Division, as is proven by the high rate of tendency
and occurrence of upper limb cumulative trauma disorders. The manner in
which these tasks are performed is of great interest.

The prevalence of

cumulative trauma risk factors, such as awkward work postures and high
repetitiveness, can make every task in the animal caretaking process
potentially injurious. The environment and work place in which these tasks are
performed is also of concern, and the machines and tools used should be
examined for safety hazards. By completing a thorough examination of the
work performed and the work areas, problematic motions associated with the
job can be isolated and corrected.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The scope of this project includes examining the work processes and
their associated movements contributory to cumulative trauma disorders
(especially upper limb injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome), suggesting
short-term, intermediate, and long-term improvements, and developing
methods of evaluating the effects of such improvements on worker safety and
overall efficiency. The most important of these above is understanding the
relationship between cumulative trauma risk factors and the tasks required
during animal caretaking at MMES.

Risk factor Correlation to Type of Work Performed
In Chapter 2, various risk factors for carpal tunnel syndrome were
presented and discussed in detail. It is helpful to analyze exactly where these
risk factors occur within the animal caretaking task in the Biology Division
before making suggestions to improve the safety of the process. The water
bottle washing process consists of many movements that can be considered
harmful to the musculoskeletal system when performed repetitively, and will be
examined first.
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The actual task of washing the water bottles is a complex process
which involves many awkward motions and postures. The rubber stoppers in
the water bottles are removed by using a side-to-side (ulnar and radial
deviating) motion, paired with an upward pull involving considerable wrist
extension (see Figure 12). A waterer removes and holds at least four to five
stoppers in each hand before depositing them in a storage and cleaning box.
The open-grip grasp and excessive grip span increase the force requirements
for the task and reduce the control available through the fingers.

The

lessened control and awkward grip necessitate a tighter grip on stoppers, with
greater side-to-side wrist deviation, of which both increase proportionally with
the number of stoppers held in the hand. Moreover, the glass sipper tubes in
the bottle stoppers cause hesitation and concern for individual safety on the
part of the worker.
The hesitation associated with working with the fragile glass tubes
increases trauma risk, in addition to the possibility of lacerations, because it
causes the worker's motions to become jerky and less fluid and, therefore,
more harmful to those parts of the musculoskeletal system at risk for injury.
Cuts and scrapes due to sipper tube breakage are quite common and create a
need for Kevlar® gloves to be worn. Unfortunately, these gloves can cause
additional problems when they are not fitted correctly.
Approximately 49 water bottles are stored and transported in metal
water wagons. These wagons are pulled onto a grated surface, and by turning
a wheel, inverted to pour out the contents of the 49 bottles. The water wagon
weighs approximately 80 to 100 pounds (cart= 30 to 50 lbs., 49 bottles x 1 lb.
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Figure 12.

Stopper Removal Task in Bottle Washing Process
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Figure 12.

Stopper Removal Task in Bottle Washing Process
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each = 50 lbs.), so inverting the wagon to dump the water is not a noteable
problem when gravity is used to assist the worker. However, when gravity is
resisted while turning the wagon, by holding the turning wheel or holding the
side of the wagon, considerable forces can be exerted on the upper limbs of
the worker. It is suggested that the worker simply start the turning motion, and
allow gravity to complete the motion.
Worker exposure to HCI crystals and solution used to sterilize the
empty bottles is another problem. The worker is required to measure the
correct amount of crystals and mix them into a solution, then dispense the
solution into a measuring cup to pour over the bottles being washed. This
causes not only exposure of the worker to harmful chemicals, but also uneven
distribution of chlorine within the dispensing bottle (due to precipitation) and
within solution in bottles (due to uneven pouring and water flow within the
wagon).
After sterilization, the stopper must be reinserted into the bottle at a 90°
angle to the bottle's side.

This creates the greatest problem within the

watering task. To accomplish this, the worker must hold a stopper in a pinch
grip, push the stopper down into the neck of the bottle (with great force) while
being ever mindful of the possibility of sipper tube breakage, then twist the
tube and stopper until the tube is perpendicular to the bottle (see Figure 13).
This is performed at a cycle time of less than five seconds per stopper and for
at least 300 bottles per day (49 bottles/wagon x 6 wagons= 294 bottles).
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Figure 13.

Reinsertion of Stoppers in Bottle Washing Process
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Figure 13.

Reinsertion of Stoppers in Bottle Washing Process
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In addition to the problems in the water bottle cleaning task, a waterer is
also at considerable risk for cumulative trauma injuries when exchanging dirty
bottles for clean bottles. For many shelves, it is necessary to stoop to see
exactly where the sipper tube must fit in the cage top for correct placement of
the water bottle. The height of each shelf is barely sufficient to maneuver the
clean bottle into the cage top. Some shelves are blocked by shelf supports
that create a problem fitting the cages and water bottles in the same space.
An added mental task to this job (and changing cages) is the necessity for
each worker to remember the specific room that is being worked on and where
in that room cages have been changed.

It would be easy for the

inexperienced worker to forget and miss a cage, or even a row of cages, and
adversely affect a delicate research experiment.
Even more important in the process of maintaining a sterile (and valid)
research environment is keeping each mouse adequately fed in a clean cage
every week.

While changing cages, many risk factors can contribute to the

tendency for cumulative trauma disorders (especially carpal tunnel syndrome).
Unfortunately, due to the delicacy of the mice and the unavailability of any
other adequate method of moving the mice, most tasks in this changing
process cannot be greatly improved.
The reach to grab a dirty cage from a shelf and place it on the table for
cleaning, the reach to get a clean cage to replace, and the reach to place an
emptied cage on a dolly all involve twisting and bending that can contribute to
worker fatigue and back problems (see Figure 14). While removing and
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Figure 14.

Removal and Replacement of Cages on Shelves
During Cage Changing Process
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Figure 14.

Removal and Replacement of Cages on Shelves
During Cage Changing Process
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replacing cages on shelves, the worker often grabs a cage with an open palm
and an expansive grip that places considerable stress on the thumb, scaphoid
bone, and carpal tunnel. When this grab is paired with the weight of a full
cage (up to 13 lbs.), moving cages becomes a problem. When this task is
performed many times a day at a frequency of more than five per minute, it
becomes a great problem.
The pinch grip is prevalent in the cage-changing task, being found
when transferring mice from cage to cage, grabbing cage tops, and refilling
feed slots on cage tops. As mentioned before, the pinch grip can cause
greater risk for injury by exerting almost three times more force as the open
grip, and should be used as little as possible. Using a scoop to add food to
cage tops does not solve the problem of using a pinch grip and can even
aggravate it. When using a scoop that is too large or designed incorrectly, a
worker must twist and turn the arm and wrist in many positions to maneuver
the scoop into the correct position, creating an added risk of injury.
Referring to the necessity of using the human hand to move mice, the
pinch grip becomes even more harmful when several generations, or families,
of mice are in the same side of a cage. When too many mice are living in a
space, they can be difficult to grab for transfer. This necessitates that the
worker perform more trips from cage to cage, or more reaches into the cage,
than would a cage with fewer mice. Too many mice can also increase the risk
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for injury because the overall cage weight can be increased almost 15%. The
OSHA suggestion is that no more than four adult mice be kept in a single side
of a cage at a time.
After changing cages in the mouse rooms, problems arise while
cleaning the dirty cages.

The greatest is the method by which debris is

removed from the cages. Sets of two cages are picked up with the arm in a
supinated posture (see Figure 15). Cages are flipped 180° and then banged
over a trash chute to remove old litter and debris (see Figure 16). The trauma
of banging cages and associated awkward postures and movements are the
largest contributors to the overall job risk for cumulative trauma injuries.
A twisting motion is also included in this portion of the cage cleaning
process when the cages are picked up off the dolly, banged, then placed in the
washing machine. The total movement involves 270° of twisting because the
trash chute is directly opposite the dolly of cages and placed to the side, rather
that in front, of the washing machine. In addition, the opening to the cage
washing machine is not adjustable; therefore each worker must either stoop or
reach to place the cages into the machine.
At the end of the washing process, the cages fall out of the machine. A
diverting bar placed at the machine exit to guide the clean cages into a
workable line in inefficient due to its placement. The purpose of the bar is to
flip cages at the end of the machine and present them to the workers, in pairs,
upright and ready for filling with clean wood shavings. The machine often
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Figure 15.

Picking Up Cages in Preparation to
Dump Refuse During Cage Washing Process
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Figure 15.

Picking Up Cages in Preparation to
Dump Refuse During Cage Washing Process
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Figure 16.

Banging of Cages over Trash Chute During
Cage Washing Process
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Figure 16.

Banging of Cages over Trash Chute During
Cage Washing Process
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slows one of the cages and usually does not position the clean cages properly.
Rather than guide the cages into a line, the bar only obstructs the space
through which the cages leave the far side of the washing machine. The
cages exit from the machine at various time intervals in differing positions.
The worker must then lean over the conveyor in order to reach the cages and
reposition them into a line for filling.
Problems encountered when refilling cages with clean shavings (see
Figure 17) consist of handling clumps formed by shavings sticking together,
not wearing gloves, wearing ill-fitting gloves, or handling bags made too heavy
by containing too much sawdust.

When restacking the clean cages, the

worker generally grabs two cages with each hand and leans over to stack
them on the dolly, working from the far side to the nearer (see Figure 18).
This places the worker's hands in a grab with considerable risk for cumulative
trauma, similar to the one used to grab the cages for changing.
Washing cage tops is also a problem, due to sharp edges on the tops
that can be dangerous if picked up incorrectly or brushed against. These tops
must be stacked by hand onto a one foot high dolly, then lifted off one by one
and loaded into a three foot deep vat for cleaning. The bending and lifting
associated with this task, along with the repetitiveness, warrants corrective
action. Similarly, disposal of trash, and the transportation and storage of such
materials as bagged wood shavings and feed can create problems when every
available worker is busy meeting scheduled work duties.
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Figure 17.

Refilling Cages with Clean Bedding During
Cage Washing Process
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Figure 17.

Refilling Cages with Clean Bedding During
Cage Washing Process
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Figure 18.

.

'

Restacking Clean, Filled Cages at Completion of
Cage Washing Process
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Figure 18.

Restacking Clean, Filled Cages at Completion of
Cage Washing Process
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The risk factors associated with each task are simplified and compiled
in Table 5. These risk factors are: (1) awkward postures, (2) high frequency,
(3) high force requirement, and (4) low recovery time.
Overtime in the Biology Division was necessary due to understaffing,
time off, and medical leave. Overtime results in a reduction in time available
for rest and healing.

Workers were required to perform beyond their

capabilities in order to complete the necessary work per week. The increase
in workload caused greater worker fatigue and a greater risk for cumulative
trauma injury. In addition, injured workers can not re-enter the facility at light
duty tasks, because no such responsibilities are contained within the
changing, watering, or sparebox jobs. No such openings are available for
injured persons to recover elsewhere at MMES either, so when a worker must
return to work, it is to the exact job that caused the injury.
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Table 5.

Task Risk Factors for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

TASK

RtSKFACJ0R

RISK FACTOR OCCURRENCE

awkward postures

removing and replacing water bottles on
cage tops, fitting bottles into water wagon

high frequency
high force requirement
low recovery time

entire task
weight of glass bottles
workload limitations

awkward postures

removing and replacing stoppers,
inverting water wagons

high frequency
high force requirement
low recovery time

entire task
reinserting stoppers
workload limitations

awkward postures

high frequency
high force requirement
low recovery time

transferring mice, adding feed, removing
and replacing cages on shelves,
transferring cage tops
entire task
lifting feed bags, moving cages
workload limitations

Cage Washing

awkward postures
high frequency
high force requirement
low recovery time

banging cages, feeding cages into washer
entire task
banging of cages, moving full dollies
workload limitations

Cage Refilling

awkward postures

reaching for cages at exit of
washer, grabbing bedding, reaching
for and stacking clean, filled cages
entire task
lifting 4-8 clean cages to stack on dolly
workload limitations

Water Bottle Changing

Water Bottle Refllllng

Cage Changing

high frequency
high force requirement
low recovery time

Movement of Supplies

awkward postures
high frequency
high force requirement
low recovery time

lifting bedding and feed bags for storage or
usage, trash removal at end of working day
due to necessary workload
weights of 25-50 pounds lifted to at
least shoulder level
working time limitations
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After discussing the relationship between the risk factors for cumulative
trauma disorders, specifically carpal tunnel syndrome, it is necessary to
consider immediate and long-term solutions to reduce cumulative trauma
disorder occurrence in the animal caretaking process at the MMES Biology
Division.
These improvements are best approached from an ergonomic
viewpoint in order to facilitate a safe working atmosphere and safe work
stations. The main focus of ergonomics is the study of work and the way it is
performed.

Ergonomics within industrial engineering is concerned with

creating a safe working environment as free from harmful agents or risk
factors as possible, while maintaining desired productivity and efficiency
levels. The main concept of ergonomics is to fit the task to the worker, not the
worker to the task. It is, therefore, necessary to make many of the integral
parts associated with performing a task adjustable for a range of workers.
Several tools can be used to correct workplace ergonomic problems.
The most important are engineering and administrative controls including work
hazard analysis, health surveillance, education, inspection, and remedial
action (Fraser, 1989). By using these tools correctly, work can be fully
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understood, and therefore, improve the workplace and finally, high cumulative
trauma injury incidence rates can be reduced.
In addition to these tools, Konz (1990) suggests four improvement
approaches to cumulative trauma disorder occurrence: job enlargement, job
rotation, automation, and mechanization. Job enlargement and rotation are
associated with reducing the exposure of the worker to the harmful risk factors
associated with a job by increasing job duties and responsibilities.
Mechanization and automation remove the workers from factors causing injury
by eliminating their role in the process.
These improvements, once evaluated by MMES, should be
implemented as soon as possible and reevaluated on a periodic basis.
Several groups of solutions are suggested, including short-term, intermediate,
and long-term fixes.

Short-Term Solutions

Short-term solutions are to be implemented in the immediate future.
Many of the suggested improvements have already been introduced at MMES
and are successful. Recommended short-term changes are in response to the
aforementioned problems with the animal caretaking procedure and are the
minimum necessary to reduce the number of carpal tunnel syndrome cases in
the Biology Division.
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The first change within the waterers' task is to purchase new largemouth, square, plastic bottles, with stainless steel sipper tubes. Doing this will
reduce bottle weight by 1/3, and eliminate the handling of fragile glass
material. The larger bottle opening combined with added strength of stainless
steel sipper tubes will allow removal of stoppers by simply using the tube as a
handle to add leverage instead of the side-to-side motion required in removal.
The large stoppers can also be reinserted more eaily by use of a different,
more open, grip that will eliminate the damaging pinch grip and excessive
forces previously required.
Worker exposure to HCI pellets can be reduced by installing an
automated in-wall chlorination system. This system can be piped directly into
the watering stations water supply, and will dispense the exact amount of
liquid chlorine solution needed for bottle sterilization without worker interaction
or exposure.
Within the cage changing task, the foremost improvement is to remove
the top and bottom rows of cages. By doing so, the worker performs the task
within a more acceptable range of motion with less bending and reaching.
Adjustable tables are needed for the changing task. The height range
of workers presently at MMES is from 5 feet to 6 feet and 4 inches. Grandjean
suggests that, for this range and moderately intensive work, a work table have
an adjustable range of 31 to 43 inches.

This should allow sufficient

adjustability for the majority of the workers. The tables should, however, be
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easily adjustable, to facilitate workers changing the work surface height when
needed, instead of overcompensation due to difficulty of adjustments. When
adjusting the work table to fit each worker, it is also suggested that the
adjustable pieces be marked with appropriate settings for worker heights. For
example, etching the height of the worker next to the corresponding placement
of the pin would be a simple measure to assure table heights are correct for
each worker. Work should be performed at a height which facilitates work at
or 2 inches below elbow height.
The tables should not be modified to attach the feed hopper above the
work surface unless a viable method to refill the hopper without lifting bags of
feed to shoulder level is developed. The placement of the hopper should also
be where the worker does not have to perform maneuvering tasks to scoop
the pellets from the dispenser into the cage top. An ergonomically correct
pellet scoop should be used to refill food receptacles on the cages. The scoop
should facilitate the neutral position in the wrist extension and as closely as
possible in the grip.
While cleaning the mouse cages, the most harmful motion is banging
the cages to remove debris and the twist associated with this task. This can
be corrected by moving the trash chute in front of the washing machine,
placing the chute opening at a 30-45° angle with the floor, and allowing the
worker to use gravity to empty the cages (see Figures 19 and 20). By doing
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Example of Short-Term Improvements to
Cage Dumping Station (Top View)
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Example of Short-Term Improvements to
Cage Dumping Station (Side View)
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this, it is not necessary to bang cages to remove stuck refuse because
inverting the cages and dropping them over a grating is sufficient to knock out
any contents of the cages.
Within the washing machine, a hold-down bar through each side of the
washer above the cage path would be helpful. By doing this, the cages would
not be dislodged and tossed around by the strong force of the directed water
spray and would be cleaned more thoroughly. At the exit of the machine, the
diversion bar should be realigned and lengthened to allow ample time for
cages leaving the machine to properly fall out of the machine, be flipped over,
and collect in a line for refilling with shavings.
A basket should be designed to place cage tops in and pass them
through the cage washing machine. This would remove the risk of lifting and
placing the sharp-edged cage tops in a deep vat for cleaning.
Workers should be educated on cumulative trauma injuries and the risk
factors associated with each particular job, and trained in the proper manner in
which to peform jobs.

For instance, cages should be removed from and

replaced on shelves with a two-hand hold instead of a one-hand grab. Cages
on dollies should also be pushed closer to the worker so less bending and
stretching is required to reach cages. Cage tops should be tilted when lifted
instead of statically held while transferring mice to a clean cage. Restacking
of clean cages filled with bedding should be performed with 2 hands instead of
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one hand in an extended, open grip. Stoppers should be removed only 2 to 4
at a time, with removed stoppers being deposited in washing boxes, in order to
work with a precision grip instead of a less controlled, cluttered hand.
In order to increase recovery time while at work, overtime should be
eliminated and the staff should be increased. Elevators should be kept in
good repair for travel between floors and material transfer.

A clean,

accessible break area, apart from work stations, should be created to allow the
worker to rest in an area isolated from the tasks being performed.
The suggested work-rest cycle times for Biology Division animal
caretakers (assuming a woman performing a task with an energy requirement
of 5.0 kilocalories/minute) is rest time equal to 25 % of working time. For
example, every 45 minutes worked requires a 15 minute break.

Analysis of Short-Term Solutions
/,-

All of the suggested short-term changes will add some safety
improvement to the animal caretaking process at MMES.

However, only

certain changes will affect the ergonomic problems specifically to reduce
cumulative trauma disorders) The differences between facility short-term
improvements' effects on cumulative trauma injury risk factors are illustrated in
Table 6. While improving a process, it is not only necessary to make changes
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Table 6.

Facilty Improvements' Effects on Cumulative Trauma
Injury Risk Factors

EFFECT ON INJURY RISK FACTORS
FACILITY

Lower

Recovery

Corrected

Reduced

No Risk Factor

IMPROVEMENT

Frequencv

Time Iner.

Postures

Force

Improvement

X

In-Wall Chlorination Svstem
X

Waste Disoosal Remodelina

X
X

Plastic Bottles

X

Wide Mouthed Bottles

X

Stainless Steel Siooer Tubes

X

Adjustable Changina Tables

X

Too/Bottom Rows Removed

X

X
X

New Forklifts and Pallets

X

X

X

Baskets to Wash Cage Tops

X

X

X

Rack Washer

X

X

X

X

Overtime Eliminated

X

Feed Baa Size Chanaed
Additional Workers Hired

X

X
X

Better Trainina

X

Breakroom Facilities
Elevators Reoaired

X

X
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that will affect the prevalence of factors that contribute to carpal tunnel
syndrome, it is also helpful to examine problems and changes that affect the
worker's perception of his/her safety and worker morale.

Presentation of Research findings and
Completed Short-Term lmproyements
Upon implementation of several short-term improvements, a general
overview of cumulative trauma injuries and carpal tunnel syndrome and
methods for the reduction of specific prevalent risk factors were presented to
MMES.

These findings were discussed with the engineering, medical,

veterinary, research, and supervisory departments within Y-12 and the Biology
Division.

During this presentation, risk factors within the process were

identified and methods to remove these from the work environment were
illustrated. Overheads and summaries of implemented changes used in this
presentation are shown in Appendix D.
Topics addressed included informing workers on basic cumulative
trauma risk factors associated with animal caretaking, and discussing several
specific areas, such as cage banging, stopper insertion, and cage changing.
Each topic was presented and discussed in length to develop useful methods
to improve the safety of each task. The purpose of facilitating such interactive
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discussion was to educate the workers on the benefits of changing work
methods, add value to the process improvement, and address any
unforeseeable impediments to suggested changes.
Success of the presentation was indicated by the fact that workers were
enthusiastic in the effort to improve working conditions and reduce the impace
of implicit risk factors for carpal tunnel syndrome in the animal caretaking
process. The study findings presented herein are the basis for the final report
to be used for overall system improvements within the Biology Division.

Intermediate Solutions
Intermediate solutions are to be implemented in the next six to twelve
months. Many of the suggested improvements are additions to short-term
improvements or initial steps of particular long-term improvements.
Recommended intermediate changes are in response to the aforementioned
problems that are not corrected by the implementation of short-term
improvements.
Once the new bottle size has been tested on one floorThe bottle
washing process would benefit from the use of new bottles on all three floors.
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Along with the purchase of new bottles, new water wagons should be
purchased or old water wagons modified to facilitate the greatest ease of use
and the lightest weight possible.
The trash chute should be moved directly in front of the washing
machine as suggested in short-term solutions, in addition, an active conveyor
should be implemented to feed the emptied cages into the washing machine
(see Figure 21 ). The washer entry height should be either at a suitable height
for every worker or easily adjustable. At the end of the washing process, a
longer conveyor should be installed to allow for more efficient presentation of
refilled, clean cages. Spring loaded carts should be used to carry the cages to
reduce bending and lifting associated with the cage changing and washing
tasks.
In addition to previous suggestions, it will be an improvement if a janitor
and machine crew are hired or allocated from within MMES staff to fulfill trash
removal, feed and shavings storage, and transportation requirements. The
implementation of a janitor and machine crew to perform these additional
tasks would allow workers to complete the required work more efficiently and
at a better quality.
The purchase of a rack washer for cleaning dollies and changing tables
is a desired improvement for sanitary reasons. The cleaning of these items is
presently performed at irregular intervals due to time and workload limitations.
By providing a more efficient and less time consuming method to clean the
tables and dollies, the sterility of the research conditions can be sustained at
necessary levels.
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Figure 21.

Sketch of Improved Version of Active Conveyor-Fed
Washing Machine Dumping Station
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Long-Term Solutions
Long-term solutions are to be implemented sometime in the near future,
including the time frame in which a new building may be built (1998). These
suggested improvements are ideal solutions to the cumulative trauma disorder
problem within the Biology Division. The most desirable proposed solution is
the construction of a completely new facility, and the following suggestions
should be implemented within the new building.

Only a few long-term

recommendations can be executed apart from the new facility.
The new facility should include completely new, up-to-date cage and
bottle washing and refilling machines. Along with the machine, it will be
necessary to purchase new cages, tops, and bottles. At the very least, new
cage tops and ergonomically designed bottles should be implemented. If
possible, an automatic watering system should be installed. The present
animal population is such that an automatic watering system would not be
feasible. Each mouse can represent years of research and the facility cannot
risk losing one valuable research animal from drowning or dehydration.
In addition to new water bottles and cage tops, a new system for
washing bottles should be implemented. The machine should remove the
worker from the aspects of the bottle changing tasks involving those risk
factors mentioned previously. The new machine should remove and replace
stoppers in bottles, and refill bottles automatically.
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The new cage washing machines should be improved to include active
conveyors to feed dirty cages into a dumping station. The machine should
mechanically dump refuse from the cages and place the cages in the washing
machine. Minimally, the washing machine must have better timing to facilitate
greater ease of refilling with shavings, but ideally, the machine will also refill
cages with the correct amount of clean shavings.
During the cage changing process, it is suggested that the process be
set up in an assembly line fashion. Conveyors can feed cages down a line
where workers are standing to change mice, refill food, replace tops, and so
on. In addition, job rotation within the assembly line can be implemented to
reduce worker exposure to similar movements consistently.
Rooms should be larger in a new facility, with wider working aisles, and
taller shelves to fit cages and water bottles. An ideal situation, although not
totally feasible at this time, is an automated storage and retrieval system for
mice cages. Mice cages can be placed on carousels, or moving shelves, and
be moved to the worker automatically.
Most importantly, on-going training and medical surveillance is needed
to monitor existing problems and identify potential causes of problems. These
should be implemented in any situation, especially in the event that the new
facility is not constructed.
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Project Evaluatjon
Two important final steps in the implementation of any safety
improvements in a process are the monitor and evaluation of project results.
Both are necessary in order to justify changes economically, legally, and
ethically. There are several helpful methods with which the effectiveness of a
program can be monitored throughout the implementation procedure and
practice.
The most effective method for monitoring improvements begins with the
identification of the indicators used to describe the problem. These indicators
should be used to monitor changes in the process. For example, frequency of
injury, severity of injury, OSHA incidence records, worker symptom surveys,
worker compensation records, safety records, capital expenditures on injury
costs, medical records, productivity, downtime, and turnover rate are all tools
used to quantify the problem initially. By closely tracking these indicators,
some changes in the safety status of a process can be detected and followed.
Once indicators are recognized as useful tools to monitor the progress
of an implemented program, statistical and analytical techniques can be used
to determine the overall significance of any changes made on the work
process. Examples of such techniques are as follows:
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Hypothesis Testing

Correlation Analysis

Group Consensus

Cause-Effect Diagrams

Statistical Control Charts

Histograms

Pareto Analysis

Probabilistic Analysis

Analysis of Variance

Task Analysis

Process Flow Charts

Simulation Modeling

Several methods are being developed in addition to these techniques to
quantify previously intangible effects derived. Fuzzy logic is a process by
which non-parametric measurements are given values which can be used to
rate and evaluate descriptive comparisons. A fuzzy modeling approach to the
problems assoicated with the animal caretaking process at MMES might
quantify such descriptors of carpal tunnel syndrome as severity of pain while
performing tasks, stiffness of joint movement, or amount of tingling at night.
Measurements that cannot be validly taken using medical tools could be
statistically created for subjective values such as "a lot", "only a litttle", or "only
when the wrist is bent". Fuzzy modeling of the risk factors associated with
carpal tunnel syndrome can quantify the causal factors and background
indicators and calculate their effects to determine a risk assessment for carpal
tunnel syndrome tendency.
An economic analysis is also useful to evaluate process improvements
on any level. The benefit-cost ratio is a method used to study the economic
aspects of a public, or non-profit-making, policy implementation. Safety
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improvements are an excellent application for using a benefit-cost ratio for
economic justification. However, several limitations exist that can lessen the
validity of a benefit-cost ratio.
Classifying factors as benefits or reduced costs becomes a policy
problem when using a benefit-cost analysis. It is necessary to define exactly
what consistutes a safe workplace, and how much of the suggested
improvements are necessary to achieve a desired safety level. In addition to
these questions, a minimum improvement level must be constructed,
expressing the least amount of changes that must be made. The next step is
deciding if less than the minimum will be acceptable.

When solving

manufacturing or economic problems, these questions are not difficult to
answer, but safety and health situations warrant closer attention due to
individuals that may be hurt by minimizing safety precautions or
improvements.
These decisions can be criticized by others, according to policy and
classification assumptions, so it is difficult to justify improvements only with the
benefit-cost ratio.

Due to difficulty in justifying and evaluating safety

improvements, OSHA constructed an evaluation technique that is included in
the

Ergonomics Program Management Guidelines tor Meatpacking Plants.

This program outlines a screening method, treatment program, and follow-up
assessment schedule for creating detailed medical records of cumulative
trauma disorders in the workplace.
In addition to required OSHA record keeping forms, the guidelines
suggest the creation of an ergonomics team to monitor changes in employee
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medical records, OSHA forms, and worker symptom surveys. This information
collected will help to identify areas or jobs where problems exist and monitor
changes as a result of implemented improvements. Flow charts describing
OSHA's guidelines and suggested symptom surveys for use at MMES are
included in Appendix E.
Due to the historical nature of security at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratories, medical histories and injury data are inaccessible, and without
the assistance of a central ergonomics task group, compiling or obtaining
useful records for analysis is impossible. Moreover, evaluation of cumulative
trauma programs is presently ineffective due to the difficulty in determining
exact causes and occurrences of cumulative trauma disorders, contradicitons
in worker symptoms or reports of injuries, inconsistency of record keeping,
psychogenic illness effects, changes in worker off-the-job activities, reporting
biases, and the lack of valid, reliable measuring tools to determine severity of
symptoms related to cumulative trauma injuries.

It is for this reason that

findings from improvement program evaluation methods are often
misrepresented and deemed inconclusive. This identifies the necessity for
future research to develop valid techniques of evaluation for non-quantifiable
injuries and improvement programs associated with them.
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Conclusioo
The animal caretakers in the MMES Biology Division Building 921 O
have consistently had an above average prevalence for upper limb cumulative
trauma disorders. Upon examination, several risk factors have been identified
and isolated as definite causes of the higher rate. The most significant factors
are associated with removing and replacing stoppers in water bottles, banging
cages to remove debris prior to the cage washing process, and the constant
repetition involved in all tasks of the process. Subtle improvements have been
suggested to reduce the occurrence of these factors, and ideal solutions have
been presented for future implementation.
The most important overall changes involve educating the workers and
maintaining comprehensive medical files on every employee.

These

considerations, in addition to actual process changes, will reduce worker
exposure to harmful cumulative trauma risk factors. Once exposure is limited,
carpal tunnel syndrome and other cumulative trauma disorders occurrence will
be kept to a minimum.
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APPENDIX A

Similar Cumulative Trauma Disorders
(Kroemer, 1992, Putz-Anderson, 1988)
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DISORDER NAME

DESCRIPTION

CAUSAL FACTORS

deQuervain's
Syndrome

a special case of tenosynovitis
that occurs in the abductor and
extensor tendons of the thumb

combination of forceful
gripping and hand twising

Epicondylltis
(tennis elbow)

irritation of the tendons
attached to the epincondyle of
the humerus bone

radial wrist pronation with
extension, repeated
supination and pronation,
jerky motions

Ganglion Cyst

swelling of or cystic tumor on
the tendon sheath on the dorsal
or radial side of the wrist

forceful, repetitive extension
and flexion of the wrist

Neck Tension
Syndrome

irritaion of the muscles of the
neck

prolonged static postures of
neck/shoulder/arms

Prontator teres
Syndrome

compression of the median
nerve in the forearm

rapid, repeated, forceful
pronation of the forearm,
often paired with wrist flexion

Raynaud's
Syndrome
(white finger)

insufficient blood supply which
causes blanching, numbness,
and loss of finger control

incorrect gripping, vibration,
or cold that hinders blood
circulation

Shoulder Tendonitis
(rotator cuff
syndrome)

disorder of the shoulder joint
concerning tendons that abduct
and pronate arm and the bursa
that protects the shoulder

working with hands above
shoulders, constant shoulder
abduction and flexion,
throwing objects

Tendonitis
(in the wrist)

inflammation of a tendon

forceful extension and flexion,
repeated ulnar deviation

Tenosynovitis
(in the wrist)

swelling of the tendon synovial
sheath

forceful wrist extension and
ulnar deviation with pushing
or supination, rapid wrist
rotation

Thoracic Outlet
Syndrome

compression of nerves and
blood vessels between the
clavicle and first and second
ribs

carrying heavy loads in hands
and on shoulders, reaching
overhead, hyperextension of
the arm, prolonged restricted
posture of upper body and
arm

Trigger Finger
(or thumb)

tenosynovitis so extreme that
the tendon becomes nearly
locked, movement is in a jerky,
snapping manner

repetitive finger flexion,
sustained bending of one
finger while others remain
straight

Ulnar Nerve
Entrapment

weakening of of the ulnar artery
wall passing through the Guyon
tunnel in the wrist causing
compression of the ulnar nerve

prolonged flexion and
extension of the wrist,
pressure on the hypothenar
muscle, sustained elbow
flexion
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APPENDIX B

Confidential Worker Case Histories and Findings
(Row, 1992)
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Y-12 Case #8li085, #89128, and #90244
Employee has been a spare box worker and a changer in the Animal Facility, Biology
Division, sinix 1962 (For a detailed description of the tasb performed by spare box workers and
changers, sec Appendix

q.

Employee also had a second job as a janitor.

The onset of symptoms (left wrist pain) occurred in August 1985. He vi.sited Y-12 Medical
and was referred to an orthopedic surgeon on May 30, 1986. Surgery for tcndonitis was
perfonned on the left wrist June 19, 1986, and he returned to work July 8, 1986, losing
11 workdays. This was considered a personal illness.
Employee vi.sited Y-12 Medical on January 12, 1989, because of pain in the right wrist. The
diagnosis was tendonitis, and treatment included physical therapy and restrictions. J aouary 13,
1989, he was referred to an orthopedic surgeon. On June 15, 1989, surgery was performed on the
right wrist for DcQucrvaios' tcnosynovitis; 20 workdays were losL Employee returned to work
with restrictions on July 17, 1989. He vi.sited X-10 Medical July 30, 1990, and his condition was
diagnosed as possible right

crs.

Treatment included medication and restricted activities. He was

referred to an orthopedic surgeon August 13, 1990. The diagnosis was CfS and medication and a
splint were prescribed. Surgery was performed January 11, 1991, for CT decompression, and 30
workdays were losL Employee returned to work February 25, 1991, with "limited use of right
hand." In June and July 1991, he vi.sited an orthopedic surgeon who prcscnbcd medication and
restrictions. He vi.sited an orthopedic surgeon January 23, 1992, who diagnosed the symptoms as
tendonitis and continued work restrictions; January 24, 1992, be vi.sited X-10 Medical and work
restrictions continue.
Employee began working in the ORNL Biology Division as an animal handler in August
1962 Prior to this date, be worked for a local company as a janitor from 1957 to 1962 He also
worked a second job as a janitor for another company while employed in the Biology Division.
As an animal handler, be performed the duties of spare box (1 year) and changer (29 years).

These tasks are descnbed in Appendix B.
Staff reductions in 1989, based on budget constraints, required overtime work to ensure that
each cage was changed and watered each week, a mandate for operating the facility. Biology
Division animal facilities care is accredited by the American Association for Accreditation of
Laboratory Animals Care as governed by NIH Publication #86-23, Revised 1985, NIH Guide for
Care and Use of Lab Animals. Because of recommendations from a PIP Committee investigating
the

crs cases in the division, overtime was significantly reduixd and cage cleaning quotas were

reduced.
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The onset of symptoms (pain in his left wrist) started in August 1985. He reported to Y-12
Medical on January 24, 1986, and he had surgery on June 19, 1986, which resulted in 11 lost work
days. This incident was considered a personal illness case by Y-12 Medical Symptoms of right
wrist pain were reported to Y-12 Medical January 12, 1989. He had surgery to the right wrist on
June 15, 1989, which resulted in 20 lost work days. He returned to work through X-10 Medical
where the incident was considered personal
Employee again returned to X-10 Medical July 30, 1990 with possible CTS to the right
wrist. Anti-inflammatory medication was prcscnbcd and the patient placed on work restrictions.
Surgery for CT depression was performed January 11, 1991, resulting in 30 lost work days. This
case was reported as occupational but was not classified by the Y-12 Industrial Safety Department
as a lost time case because information regarding surgery and lost work days was not forwarded.
Upon transfer of records from X-10, the three surgeries were reviewed and classified as
occupational illnesses April 18, 1991, by the Y-12 Industrial Safety Department. The 5484.x
report to DOE was made September 17, 1991. A DOE Type B Investigation was initiated
November 4, 1991.
Employee has been advised by legal counsel not to discuss his case with the Type B
Investigation Board.
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Y-12 Case #88086
This employee bas been an animal caretaker changer (Appendix B) since November 3,
1977, in the Biology Division of ORNL located in the Y-12 PlanL Onset of symptoms started in
1980 with progressive numbness of fingers on the left band. She began to experience discomfort
in both bands and elbows in 1983. Numbness began to develop in the right thumb in October
1987. She bad been receiving medical treatment from her personal physician and was referred to
an orthopedic surgeon for CTR surgery on the right wrist April 8, 1984, and surgery for CI'S on
the left wrist, May 18, 1988. This employee was absent from work 114 days during the calendar
year of 1984. On May 17, 1988, the ORNL Medical Director reviewed the file and noted
employee's lack of complaint about any of the symptoms noted above during previous visits to
Medical MIR information did not arrive at the Y-12 Industrial Safety Department until April 18,
1991, at which time a classification was made and entered on the OSHA 200 Log. This case was
reported to DOE on 5484.x form September 17, 1991.
Employee was on c:nended sick )eaYC (unrelated to this illness) and was unavailable for
interview. Written documents, medical interviews, and worksite visits were used to assist in
constructing the report.
Employee bas worked as a changer in the Animal Facility, Biology Division, since
NoYCmber 3, 1977. (For a detailed description of the tasks performed by a changer, see
Appendix C.)
The onset of symptoms, progressive numbness of fingers on the left band, occurred in 1980;
discomfort in both hands and both elbows began in 1983; and numbness of the right thumb began
about October of 1987. On April 8, 1988, carpal tunnel release (CTR) surgery was performed on
the right wrist, and again on May 18, 1988, on the left wrist She returned to work with
restrictions from X-10 Medical on July 5, 1988; 114 workdays were losL
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Y-12 Case #88087 and #89130
Employee worked as an animal handler in the Animal Facility, Biology Division, from his
employment in 1959 to retirement in 1990. His jobs included waterer, changer, and spare box.
(For a detailed description of the tasks performed in these jobs, see Appendix C.)
The onset of symptoms occurred in both bands in August 1988. He visited Y-12 Medical in
October 1988 and was treated with medication. Io a visit to Y-12 Medical on November 1, 1988,
bilateral

crs was diagnosed,

and he was referred to an orthopedic surgeon. Bilateral CIR was

performed in December 1988, and 29 workdays were losL The case was recorded as a
nonoccupational illness. He returned to work January 3, 1989.
He visited Y-12 Medical June 9, 1989, with symptoms of swelling and stiffness in both
thumbs. Treatment included restrictions and medication, and be was referred to an orthopedic
surgeon. He visited X-10 Medical July 20, 1989, physical therapy was prescnbed, and he was
again referred to an orthopedic surgeon. In November 1990, surgery was performed for stenosing
tenosynovitis on both thumbs. Twenty-two workdays were lost, and he returned to work with
restrictions through X-10 Medical December 3, 1990. Employee retired December 31, 1990.
Employee's prior work history included bricklayer and concrete finisher. In 1959 he was
hired as an animal handler in the Biology Division. Job tasks included cage maintenance and
receipt and quarantine of animals in Building 9211. He changed assignments and moved to
Building 9210 as an animal handler changer (see Appendix B). The employee believed that
techniques for animal maintenance were better in Building 9211 than those in 9210. In 1988 the
employee observed initial onset of symptoms within 6 months of this move.
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Y-12 Case #90424
Employee bas worked as a waterer and a changer in the Animal Facility, Biology Division,
since 1967. (For a detailed description of the tasks performed by a waterer and a changer, see
Appendix C.) His bobby is bowling.
Toe onset of symptoms (i.e., intermittent discomfort in both bands) occurred in August
1975. Surgery for bilateral

crs was petfonned in November 1975.

No MIR

w:is

initiated for this

occurrence. Onset of symptoms in the left thumb staned in early April 1990. He reported to
X-10 Medical April 20, 1990, and medication and physical therapy were prescnbcd. When be
returned to X-10 Medical April 30, 1990, bis activities were restricted, and be was referred to an
orthopedic surgeon May 4, 1990. On May 11, 1990, surgery was performed on the left thumb to
correct "trigger finger"; 11 workdays were lost. Restrictions were placed on bis activities when he
returned to work May 29, 1990.
This employee declined to interview with the investigating board. Written documents and
previous medical interviews were used to construct these observations. In 1967-19TI he joined
the Biology Division as a animal caretaker with a job as waterer and then changer (see
Appendix B). Employee began to show onset of symptoms in August of 1975 with intermittent
discomfort in both hands. In November of 1975, be underwent surgery. No MIR was issued by
the X-10 Medical Department to indicate a possible occupational illness bad occurred. In early
April 1990, onset of symptoms occurred to the left thumb, and finally resulted in surgery of a
"trigger finger• on May 11, 1990. These two surgeries were reviewed and classified as
occupational illnesses April 18, 1991 by the Y-12 lndustrial Safety Department upon transfer of
records from X-10. There was a note in the medical records dated May 21, 1990, that this case

was reviewed pertaining to the ongoing study of upper extremity repetitive motion problems of
animal care takers in the Biology Division.
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Y-12 Case #90427

Employee was a general helper at Y-12 from 1950 through 1956. From 1957 through 1990,
be had the following jobs in the Animal Facility, Biology Division: 1957 through 1960, janitor;
1961 through 1974, changer; 1975 through 1990, waterer. (For a detailed description of the tasks

performed by a changer and a waterer, see Appendix C.) His hobby is cast fishing.
Following a visit to a physician, he bad surgery for removal of a ganglion cyst on his right
wrist (employee is right banded) on June 1, 1976, resulting in 15 lost workdays. This case was
considered a personal illness. He returned to work June 4, 1976.
He was hospitalized August 11, 1986, and bis condition was diagnosed as ceivical
degenerative disease with radiculitis. His activities were restricted, and 15 workdays were losL
This case was considered a personal illness. He returned to work September 2, 1986.
On February 19, 1990, be was diagnosed as having frontal headaches and probable ceivical
osteoarthritis, and 15 workdays were losL Again the case was considered a personal illness. He
returned to work March 12, 1990. On March 20, 1990, bis condition was diagnosed as ceivical
osteoarthritis and was recorded as an occupational illness. Restrictions and physical therapy were
prcscnbcd. He returned to work May 7, 1990; 34 workdays were losL Employee retired
December 31, 1990.
This employee had retired from Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (Energy Systems) at

the time of the investigation and declined a formal investigation inteivicw. These facts are taken
from written documentation and a telephone conversation with the former employee on
December 23, 1991. His jobs in Biology Division included janitor from 1957 to 1960 and animal
caretaker "changer" from 1961 to 1974 and 1975. December 31, 1990, he was an animal caretaker
"waterer" (See Appendix B).
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This employee worked a second job as a janitor at DOE and his hobby is fishing. It cannot
be determined what, if any, effects these two activities had on this employee's physical condition.
It is recognizctl that a worker risks developing a cumulative trauma disorder if he or she is
involved in high-repetition movements with insufficient rest breaks combined with forceful and
awkward postures.
In June of 1976, this employee underwent orthopedic surgery for the removal of a ganglion
cyst from the right wrist, resulting in 15 lost work days. This case was considered a personal
illness case by the X-10 Medical staff; therefore, no occupational MIR was generated. This
employee was again hospitalized around August 11, 1986, under the care of a neurosurgeon, with
problems in the neck and back, also shoulder-arm pain. Toe diagnosis was cervical degenerative
disease with radiculitis and pinched nerve, resulting in 15 lost work days. No occupational MIR
was generated. On September 2, 1986, it was noted in the medical history that overhead reaching
and pulling mice cages that are located on high racks seemed to exacerbate his condition. Toe
employee stated to the attending physician that there was no other work he could do. From the
medical records it was determined that this worker was absent from work 15 days, beginning
around February 19, 1990, and lost 34 work days beginning around March 20, 1990. These
absences appear to be related to the initial diagnosis made during the employee's hospitalization
in August 1986. This case was considered personal illness. This employee's medical condition
continued to worsen, resulting in subsc:'juent retirement on December 31, 1990. Due to lack of
medical information transferred to the Y-12 Industrial Safety Department from ORNL Medical,
the classification and OSHA entry did not occur until June 23, 1991. Toe 5484.x Report was sent
to DOE on September 17, 1991.
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APPENDIX C

Standard Operating Procedures and
Process Flow Charts for
Animal Caretaking Process
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Revised: 12/5/91
To be reviewed by 1/2;94
9210 WORK PROCEDURES
WATERING
I.

Each occupied cage shall be supplied with a fresh bottle of water each week. Also replace spare bottles
in mouse rooms.

2.

The bottles shall be cleaned, filled and stoppered in the following manner:
(The pre-measured bags of calcium hypochlorite (HTII) are measured out at the hood in room 10-135
and stored in a plastic tray at the watering stations on each floor.)

Safety glasses with side shields will be worn by animal facility workers while they
are preparing bottles.
a.

A stock I-ITH solution of the chlorine mix will be made up as follows:
(See separate Procedure on Calcium Hypochlorite on how pre-weighed bags are made up and
where)
(i) Pour pre-measured bag of I-ITH powder into the plastic container.
(ii) Add 10 gallons cold tap water, using pressure to mix.

(iii) Agitate solution to achieve uniform chlorine concentration.
b.

Two quans of stock HTH solution will be poured into the water wagon containing the empty
bottles. This solution should be poured through the funnel into the bottom of the tank. (Wear
face shield in addition to safety glasses while handling concentrated solution.)

c.

Clamp grid over bottles. Fill tank with tap water slowly through the fill pon, allowing bottles to
fill up. Do not let water overflow because this will weaken cleaning solution.

d.

Let bottles stay in cleaning solution for 15 to 20 minutes.

e.

Inven wagon tank to dump the solution from the bottles and the water wagon; make sure bottles
are empty.

f.

Refill water wagon and bottles with water through the fill pon. Do not let the tank overflow.

g.

Drain excess water from water wagon, using valve at the bottom.

h.

Stopper bottles with stoppers and tubes that have been boiled for 7 to 10 minutes. Use gloves for
putting tubes and stoppers into bottles.

3.

Keep diny tubes and stoppers in basket on separate table from clean stoppers and tubes.

4.

At end of work day mop floor with I gallon water mixed with one founh ( 1/4) cup stock I-ITH
solution.

5.

Watch closely for cracked bottles and tubes. When you find them - throw them into broken-glass
container.

6.

When time permits, wash bottles in TIDE to remove HTH deposit from bottles.
throughly.*

Rinse bottles
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BUILDING 9210 WORK PROCEDURES
Calcium Hypochlorite
1.

Store all incoming 100 lb drums of Calcium Hypochlorite (HTII) in a cool and dry room ( 10-135).
Never store drums in the watering stations.

2.

Place drum to be used in front of hood, level with the opening, in Room 10-135, Building 9210.

3.

Make sure hood exhaust is ON before removing lid from drum.

4.

Wearing safety glasses, face shield and standing behind drum and in front of
hood, remove lid and dip 16 oz of Calcium Hypochlorite from drum (measured volume using
special cup) and pour into a zip-lock plastic bag. Seal bag before removing it from in front of the
hood.

5.

After the quantities needed are taken from drum, place the lid back on drum and seal.

6.

Place plastic bags of Calcium Hypochlorite in plastic tray at watering stations where material is
needed. Approximately one week's supply of H11-I is stored at each watering station. Trays are
marked with the proper label for identifying the material.

7.

When preparing stock solution for disinfecting the water bottles, remove 1 package (16 oz of
Calcium Hypochlorite) from tray and pour into carboy container.

8.

After pouring the package of Calcium Hypochlorite into carboy container, add 10 gallons H20 to
make a stock solution. (When handling stock solution wear face shield and safety

glasses.)
9.

Remove stock as needed and add to water wagon containing water bottles for disinfecting. See
separate Procedure on Watering.

10. After pouring stock solution into the water wagon, finish filling wagon with H20 and leave bottle
soaking in this material for 15 minutes.
11. After 15 minutes, invert water wagon tank and dump stock solution into drain, then invert again
and fill water bottle with H20 for capping.

Calcium Kypochlori..re (KTI{,) i.s a stronq b~h that wiU cause chemical
burns to the hands and eyes. The powcur emi..ts ch.Lorine 9as that i..s
i..rri..tati..nq to the nose, throat, and respiratory trac;t. Randle wi..th cauti..on..
:M.DS for Km i.s on fi..Le i..n supervisor's office and Di..vi..si..on Safety Officer's
office.

9£.ul-JLJ
J. R. Wells, Supervisor

L

Is RL.__<:>.s-::;U;-

L. B. Russell, Section Head
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9210

Work

Procedure

Sipper Tube

Washing

1.

Remove soiled sipper tubes from water bottles.

2.

Place sipper tubes in wire-mesh basket provided.

3.

After wire-mesh basket becomes full of tubes, place the basket
in sink.

4.

Place overflow pipe in sink drain.

5.

Open processed hot water valve and fill sink until it starts to
overflow.

6.

Close water valve.

7.

Add 1 pint lime away solution to water in sink.

8.

Open steam valve.

9.

Allow water in sink to boil for IO minutes.

IO. Close steam valve.
11. Open cold processed water valve and allow water to overflow
through the overflow pipe rinsing the sipper tubes for 30
minutes.
12. Remove basket of sipper tubes from sink and allow to drain
before reusing.
13. Remove overflow pipe from sink drain.
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9210 WORK PROCEDURES
CHANGERS
l.

It is the changer's responsibility to see to it that all mice in his rooms are
changed and fed once each week. (U you know that mice are scheduled to be
killed in a day or so after the room is changed, change the mice anyway.) ff the
changer is going to kill the mice on the same day they are scheduled to be
changed - then of course, they need not be changed.

2.

Do not kill mice unless supervisor or research worker comes into the room and
points out mice to be killed. Do not trust marking on boxes.

3.

Handle mice carefully - especially pregnant mice - Do not handle rapidly or
carelessly. Be careful not to catch animals head or tail under metal top.

4.

Be careful not to leave mice in the pens that you have changed. It can be very
damaging to lose a mutation or a mouse that is being tested.

5.

ff you find a mouse on the floor, put it in a new pen and tag the pen. Report
situation to the research worker or supervisor.

6.

Changers shall report any unusual appearance of the mice to his supervisor, any
sign of sickness should be reported - also deaths - when there are more than one
in a pen. U there is only one dead in the pen, make the usual notation and put
the note in the tag-holder.

7.

Carry a small plastic bag on your change table, put the dead mice in it and when
you come out of the mouse room with your dirty boxes, put the bag in a jar provided for same.

8.

It is expected that the changer will report a mutation as soon as he finds it. This
is ~ important because if the research worker has not seen and recorded the
mutation, it might die (some are weak animals) before the research worker
checks the pens. This is not a direct responsibility for the changer to do this, but
it is very helpful to the experiment if it is done. Many of the mutations here
have been found by changers.

9.

Because of research scheduled and the washing schedule, which must be
completed by the end of the day, the changer will sometimes complete his daily
quota of boxes before 3:00 p.m. Because of this, you should spend the rest of
your time cleaning your rooms.

10. WASH HANDS THOROUGHLY BETWEEN ROOMS.
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9210 Work Procedures
Cage Washers
1.

Remove the water hose from wall and thoroughly wash out the wash tank and
screens, allowing all debris to flow out drain.

2.

Close drain valve on wash tank.

3.

Fill the wash tank with processed hot water and add 20 oz. or (600 ML) of
Roccal (BTC-65) 50% strength detergent to the wash tank. Do not let tank
overflow. Close water valve when water reaches overflow level.

4.

Activate the Main Power Switch.

5.

Turn on Exhaust Fan and open Steam Valve if manual. If the machine is
automatic, the steam will come on when the power switch is activated.

6.

Turn on the switch to the wash pump and conveyor.

7.

Before inserting the cages in the machine for washing, make sure the
temperature of the wash tank is at a minimum of 180°F. If not, notify your
Supervisor.

8.

When cages exit the cage washer, place one
material in each cage.

9.

Stack 80 each clean cages on a platform truck and push to storage area.

(1)

large hand full of bedding

10. At the end of the washing schedule in the afternoon, close the Steam Valve
and turn off switches to Exhaust Fan, Washer Pumps and Conveyor.
11. De-Activate Main Power Supply Switch located on wall.
12. Open Drain Valve for wash tank and leave open until the following morning.
13. Clean and sweep cage wash area before leaving at the end of the washing
schedule and dispose of all empty bedding bags and broken cages.
14. Re-stock Platform Truck with clean bags of shavings from the shavings
storage room for use the following day.

IF EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN IS NECESSARY, SEE ITEM #11
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9210

Work

Procedure

Cage Cover Washing
1.

Place soiled cage cover in boiler vat to be washed.

2.

Place overflow pipe in vat drain.

3.

Fill vat with cold processed water until water starts to overflow.

4.

Close water valve.

5.

Add 8 oz. of detergent solution (Tide) to water in vat.

6.

Open steam valve.

7.

Allow water to come to
approximately 30 minutes.

8.

Close steam valve.

9.

Open processed cold water valve and allow water to flow
through overflow pope until all detergent solution has been
removed from vat.

boil

and

boil

cage

covers

for

10. Remove cage covers from vat while the rinse water is still
overflowing.
11 . Place cage covers on dolly for drying.
12. Close water valve.
13. Remove overflow pipe from drain.
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COMPLETE CAGE,
WITH BOTTLE AND CAGE TOP,
ENTERS CAGE WASHING PROCESS
(performed once weekly per cage)
dirty cage is replaced with clean cage,
cage top and water bottle remain

dirty cage is removed and
replaced with clean cage

diny cage is stacked on dolly
with other diny cages

dolly of diny cages is taken
to cage washing room

cages are banged to remove debris
and placed in cage washing machine

cages are washed in machine

cage is ejected from machine
and filled with clean wood shavings

cage is pulled off conveyor
and stacked on dolly

dolly of cages is moved to
waiting area until needed in rooms·

·some boxes remain in hall as spareboxes
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I continued from cage washing process I
.L

BOTTLE AND CAGE TOP
ENTERS BOTTLE CHANGING AND
WASHING PROCESS
(performed once weekly per cage)
dirty bottle is replaced with dean bottle,
cage top remains

J,

"'

dirty bottle is removed from cage top
and replaced with clean bottle

Goto
cage top
washing
process

•

dirty bottle is placed in water wagon
and full wagon is taken to watering area

.

stoppers are removed
from bottles

➔

stoppers are stored in
square, sieved box

•

•

a grating cover is placed on wagon
and bottles are overturned to
dump out water

stoppers are boiled in sink
while bottles soak

.J.

.J.

HCI solution is poured in wagon and
upright bottles are filled with tap water

box of stoppers is removed from sink
and stored until needed

•

bottles soak for approximately
twenty minutes tor sterilization

•

grating is removed and
stoppers are replaced

Jr
wagons are moved to waiting area
until needed for next changing

--
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continued from bottle washing process

l.

CAGETOP
ENTERS CAGE TOP
WASHING PROCESS
(performed when needed)
dirty cage top is replaced with clean cage top

l.
dirty cage top is removed and
replaced with clean top

•

dirty cage tops are stacked on
dolly and taken to watering area

•

cage tops are taken off dolly and
stacked in large vat

•
cage tops are boiled with Tide

J.
cage tops are rinsed thoroughly

.L
cage tops are taken out of vat and
restacked on dolly

•

dolly of cage tops is moved to
waiting area until needed for changing
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APPENDIX D

Overheads and Implemented Changes
Discussed During
Research Findings Presentation

CUMULATIVE TRAUMA STUDY

Biology Division
Animal Caretakers

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE FOR
- - - - - - - T R A U M A AND INJURY PREVENTION

_.,
_.,
-...J

Cumulative Trauma Study
Biology Division - Animal Caretakers
What are CUMULATIVE TRAUMA DISORDERS?
... diseases of the human musculoskeletal system
that result from injuries and cause pain, inflammation
and eventual loss of function.
......
......
CX>

Parts of the
<== MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM

)

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE FOR
- - - - - - - - - - - - T R A U M A AND INJURY PREVENTION

MM-1

Cumulative Trauma Study
Biology Division - Animal Caretakers
Uneven Balance

➔

Cumulative Trauma Disorders
0

.....
.....

co

high frequency+ small recovery time + extreme joint movement + excessive force =

CUMULATIVE TRAUMA DISORDERS
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE FOR
- - - - - - - - - - - - - T R A U M A AND INJURY PREVENTION

MM-2

Cumulative Trauma Study
Biology Division - Animal Caretakers
BASIC MOVEMENTS AND POSITIONS OF
THE WRIST AND HAND

_,,..

- ::.

....

I\)

pronation

supination

0

neutral position

radial deviation

extension
pinch

grip

ulnar deviation

flexion

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE FOR
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - T R A U M A AND INJURY PREVENTION
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Cumulative Trauma Study
Biology Division - Animal Caretakers
What is CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME?

... nerve compression in wrist ...
.. .pain in thumb, first, second and third fingers ...
.. .burning or tingling sensation ...
. .. weakness or clumsiness in hand ...
.......
I\)
.......

Ca rpa I flonp,

CARPAL TUNNEL
MM-4

UNIVERSITYOFTENNESSEE

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE FOR
- - - - - - - - - - - - T R A U M A AND INJURY PREVENTION

Cumulative Trauma Study_
Biology Division - Animal Caretakers

What tools can be used to correct
ergonomic problems in the workplace?
•
•
•
•
•
•

training
automation
mechanization
job enlargement
job rotation
redesign of workplace and tools

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE FOR
- - - - - - - - - - - T R A U M A AND INJURY PREVENTION

MM-5

__.
I\)
I\)

Cumulative Trauma Studr
Biology Division - Animal Caretakers
What is HR 3160?

•
•
•

__._----

ergonomic program to improve safety problems in the workplace
developed from the OSHA Meatpacking Guidelines
training and education
emphasis on:
medical management
hazard prevention and control
regular program reviews
employee and management involvement

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
INSTITUTE FOR
ENGINEERING
MM-6
PREVENTION
INJURY
AND
A
M
U
A
R
T
--------------

.....
I\)
(,.)

Cumulative Trauma Study
Biology Division - Animal Caretakers
APPLICABLE TESTS FOR
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
I /1 /1 /

\\1 I

~~

/;

~~~

'-

Tinel's Test

I :· "'~-~ ,,
-~~

,
----../

/4

i -

""",

-~:/i::- - '
,,· /

\

Finkelstein's Test

Phalen's Test

-

---·

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE FOR
- - - - - - - - - - - - T R A U M A AND INJURY PREVENTION

MM-7
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September 23, 1992

Cumulative Trauma Master Plan-Update
I. Remodelling of waste disposal stations/dumpsters
Proposed benefits: Relocation of waste disposal stations to the front of the cagewashers would
reduce twisting and stressful arm movements by the workers. Reworking the dumpsters would
eliminate the need to "rake" the soiled bedding in the first floor dumpster (hazard of sharp edges and
stressful arm movements) and would allow compactors to reduce disposal costs.
Status: Project assigned to Y-12 Engineering with Engineering Service Order approved on June 16,
1992. Engineering Group headed by J. Gabbard was briefed by LB. Russell, J. R. Wells, and myself
on June 18 and shown the 9210 facilities. L Triplett and V. Godfrey travelled to Columbus, GA on
June 9, 1992, to test a prototype baler system for disposing of animal bedding waste. The machine
was too large to fit in the 9210 cage-washing areas. Y-12 engineer, Larry Robeson, met with L.B.
Russell, J. R. Wells, and myself on September 1, 1992, to review the preliminary results of his
feasibility study. A design using a screw-type mechanism to move the soiled bedding from the
relocated disposal stations out through the wall and into compacting dumpsters was recommended
by the Biology Division participants. Mr. Robeson reported that the dumpsters currently in use at
Building 9210 could be modified and fitted with compactors (BFI uses similar equipment), thus
removing the previously reported requirement for costly new dumpsters and trucks.
Cost to date: 12.2K

JI. Rework the animal watering system in Building 9210 to replace narrow-mouthed glass bottles/glass
sipper tubes with wide-mouthed plastic bottles/stainless steel sipper tubes.
Proposed benefits:

l. Reduce the forceful gripping and twisting motions for inserting stoppers into animal water bottles.
2. Reduce the hazard from broken glass by using plastic bottles and stainless steel sipper tubes.
3. Reduce the weight of the cages (hand/arm stress) by replacing glass bottles with lighter plastic
bottles (plastic bottles weigh approximately 1/3 as much as glass bottles).
4. Remove the hazard of chlorine gas occasionally generated by the chlorine pellets used to sanitize
the water bottles by purchase of automatic water chlorination machines and suitable disinfectant
solutions.
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Page 2
Status: Because the replacement of 35,000 water bottles will be very costly, we need to prove that
the modifications that we eventually perform will be beneficial for the workers and efficacious for the
animals. For this reason, some portions of this plan could be acted on immediately, while other
portions required design and testing of prototypes.
!. 15,000 polycarbonate, wide-mouthed bottles were ordered from Allentown Caging Equipment
Company on September 21, 1992, along with appropriate stoppers and sipper tubes. These will be
tested on an entire floor of Building 9210.

Cost: 98K
2. Eight water chlorination stations were ordered from Edstrom, Inc. on August 21, 1992, three will
be delivered on October 1, 1992, and five will be received on November 5, 1992.
Cost: $16,740 + in-house plumbing installation.
3. Design a stainless steel clip to secure the new bottles to our existing cagetops. Prototype was
delivered by Allentown Caging Equipment Co. on September 21, 1992, and it appears to be effective.
Cost: $0.50-1.00 per units? Estimates are pending.
4. Sample disinfectant solutions have been obtained. Initial tests show no reactivity to the plastic
bottles. Tests for efficacy of disinfection and/or residues are pending.
5. The water wagons will need to be modified by the machine shop to hold the new bottles.
Estimates will be solicited when the first bottles arrive.
III. Modification of the changing tables for adjustable surface height, etc.
Proposed benefit: Reduced strain on workers by providing a working table surface of suitable height
(heights recommended by L. Knight and C. Hungerford); allows feed to be administered via a metal
scoop instead of by a fistgrip.
Status: Modifications of the existing tables proved impossible (September 1992) due to a lack of
structural rigidity. The machine shop recommended construction of new tables with salvage of
appropriate parts from the old ones. Raw materials were ordered on September 18, 1992, and work
was begun on a prototype. This work has been hindered by transfer of the in-house welder to K-25.
Cost: 4K for materials (9 tables), labor unknown.
IV. Forklifts, pallets. and shelving for handling bulk materials in the 9210 animal facility. Additional
flat-bed dollies.
Proposed benefits: Reduced lifting and repetitive gripping, allows more efficient use of space, meets
recommendation for pallet storage of bedding by AAALAC.
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Status: Forklifts and shelving system ordered on July 19, 1992 (?). Bedding vendor has agreed
provide a modified size of bedding bundles to lit the new pallets (L. Triplett).
Cost:

shelving & pallets
forklift (capita!)
stacker (capital)
additional llatbcd dollies
Total

10

- 26.6K
- 14 K
- 12 K
- 9.5K
62.lK

V. Stainless steel baskets for washing cagetops through the tunnel cagewashers.
Proposed benefits: Reduce lifting, bending, gripping of sharp cagetop edges.
Status: Final dimensions of the basket will depend on the design of the cagetop clip needed to
secure the new waterbottles (Item III). Plans are on hold until the cagetop clips are accepted.
VI. Rack Washer.
Proposed benefits: Machine washing of bulky items, like tables, dollies, etc., instead of by hand.
Status: Preliminary cost estimates are $50-65K, plus in-house installation. Detailed estimates will be
received in early FY 1993. Since this item is of less priority than the modifications of the waste
stations and dumpsters, no further action is anticipated until Item I is completed.

Actions completed or in progress:
I. Removal of mouse boxes from the top and bottom shelves (done).

2. Elimination of overtime for routine repetitive tasks except for holidays and emergencies (done).
3. Replacement of 50-lb sacks of feed with 25-lb sacks of feed. Workers report approval of this
measure (done).
4. Maintenance of adequate staffing levels through expedited replacement of transferred, reassigned,
or retired workers (continuing).
5. Training seminar on CfD offered by Shona Cole (done).
6. Lunchroom renovation (done).
7. Elevator upgrades (In progress).
8. Input by committee of workers on design for modified changing tables (continuing).
9. Use of wrist braces by individual workers (recommended by L. Triplett?, medical?, private
physician?).
10. Reduction of expected workloads by 20% per worker (LBR)
Changers · 480 boxes/day - 400 boxes/day
Waterers · 1470 bottles/day - 1225 bottles/day
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APPENDIX E

Flow Charts and Suggested Surveys
From Proposed Law H.R. 3160
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OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH
PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Worksite Analysis

Hazard Prevention and Control

II

Medical Management

Training and Education

II
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OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH
PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Workslte Analys;s

Hazard Prevention and Control

I
II

Medical Management

Training and Education

.
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Symptoms Survey Checklist

Symptoms Survey: Ergonomics Program
DATE_ _/ _ _ / _ _

Job t

Plant

Deptl

Slaft

Supervisor

Job Name

months
___years
~H_o_u_r_s_w_o-rlt_e_d~/~w-e-e~e on fflIS job

Other jobs you have done in the last year (tor more than 2 weeks)

months

weeks

Dept

Job

Job Name

Time on THIS JOb

Dept

Job

Job Name

weeks
months
Time on THIS Job

(If more than 2 jobs, include those you worked on the 110st

Have you had any pain or discomfort during the last year?
1)

Yes _ _

2) No _ _

(If NO, stop here)

If YES, carefully shade in the area of the drawing which bothers
you the MOST.

COHPLETE T~E
OT~ER

Sr □ !:

Silverstein 89

Copynghl 1989 Barbara A. Silverstein. (Rcprinled with Pcnmssion)
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Symptoms Survey Checklist Continued

Check Aru

Neck_ Shoulder_ Elbov/Foreara _

Band/\lriat_

Finger ■_

Upper &ack_ Low &acl<_ Thlgh/l{nao_ Lov Log_ Ankh/Foot_

Please put a check. by th• vord(•) that
Aching

Numbne ■■

Burning
Cramping
Lois of Color

Pain
Swelling
StlffnHI

\Jhen did you

fir ■ t

notice the

be ■ t

deacrib• your

I

---

proble ■

(aa leep)

probla ■ ?

_ _ (aonth) _ _ (yaar)

Hov lon, doe1 each epiaode laat? (Karle an X along the line)

l hour

____;
4

l aontb

l d.ay l week

6. aon<M

___~---~---~-- --~ ·-----

How IUilY separate epi1ode1 have you had in the last year? _ _
\/hat do you thlnk. caused the

Have you hid thll

problo ■

Hov would you rate thi1

proble ■

____________

In tho lHt 7 d.ay17 1) Yu_ 2) Ro_

probla ■

(aark an X on the line)

NOii

Unbearable

None

\Jhe n 1 t vu the 1J0RST
L-_ _ _ _ _N_o_n_•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _u_n_b_earable

Have you had medical treatment for thi1 problea? l)Ye1_2)No_
8a.

lf NO, vhy not _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Bb

If YES, vhere did you receive treataeot?
Tlaes ln past year
Company 11edical _ __
Tiae• 1.D past year
Personal doctor
Other _ _ _ _ _ __
Tiaes in past year

8c

If YES, did the treatment help?

l)YH_ 2)No_

How much time have you lott ln the latt
year because of this proble..-7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ d.ay1
10 How 111.any days in the last year ..,ere you
on ru;tricted or light dut)' because of
this problem?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ d.ays

11 Please comment on what you think would laprovw your 1yaptoaa
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MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY SYSTEMS· BIOLOGY DIVISION

ANIMAL CARETAKERS RESEARCH SURVEY
What is your primary position in Building 9210?
0 Changer
O Waterer

O Sparebox

0

Researcher

What other positions have you held in the past S years? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How many hours per week do you usually work?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
In which areas do you experience pain, and to what extent?
0 Fingers..................... 0 Little or none............ 0
0 Hands. ...................... 0 Little or none............ 0
0 Wrists ...................... 0 Little or none............ 0
0 Forearms ................. 0 Little or none............ 0
0 Elbows ..................... 0 Little or none............ 0
0 Shoulders. ................ 0 Little or none............ 0
0 Neck ......................... 0 Little or none............ 0
0 Back ......................... 0 Little or none............ 0

Moderate................... □
Moderate................... □
Moderate................... □
Moderate................... □
Moderate................... □
Moderate................... □
Moderate................... □
Moderate................... □

Intense
Intense
Intense
Intense
Intense
Intense
Intense
Intense

Have you been treated by a physician for diagnosed problems related to the above?

Is this pain due to genetics?
0 Yes ........................... Explain,

0

No

Is this pain due to non-work related past injuries?
0 Yes ........................... Explain,

0

No

When do you experience pain?
0 Morning
0 Atnight

0
0

0
0

Afternoon
Atwork

Evening
During recreation

What recreational activities do you participate in regularly? (i.e. bowling, reading, etc.)

What is your sex?

0

Male

0

Female

What is your age?
Thank you very much ror your time and effort completing this survey.
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VITA

Laura J. Knight was born in Oakland, California on September 30,
1969. She traveled and lived with her family in Tanarive, Madagascar, then
toured on safari the countries of southern and eastern Africa. She returned to
the United States for a portion of elementary school in Powell, Tennessee,
then traveled to Boumerdes, Algeria in 1977. After returning to Tennessee,
she graduated from Powell High School in 1986, then began studies at the
University of Tennessee in Business Administration. She switched curriculum
to Industrial Engineering and finally graduated with a Bachelor of Science
degree in August 1991.
In January of 1992, she resumed studies for a Master of Science
degree in Industrial Engineering as a research assistant to the Engineering
Institute for Trauma and Injury Prevention at the University of Tennessee.
During this time, she co-authored a paper entitled "Safety: A Strategic Tool for
Improving Manufacturing Systems."
She began work at MMES, in conjunction with a consulting project
concerning animal caretakers and cumulative trauma disorders. This project
was the basis for her Masters thesis.

She was awarded her Masters in

Science with a concentration in Human Factors Engineering/Ergonomics in
December 1992.

